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PREFACE ‘,, II 
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- .* Th”is ‘report & the pl$oduct of the workshop “Introduction of ‘Technblogies in 
Ferrocement, A Case Study,” jointly spons 

“. ; ,and thi$‘U,S. National IAcademv ofSciences ( AS) an,d held on the AIT-c”dmp R 
red by the Asian Institute of Tee Y 

, Thailand, l)lovember 5-8, 1974. _. .’ 

. r * Throu h the, Board on Sciencegnd Technology for International IIevelopmen \ 
71 D); the’ N 5 S has long been concerned’with.fhe uses of science and technology [r-r* 
to problems’& economicand social, development. AIT, an institution for graduate st 

L 
; *I - in kngineeq<ingVandp other related.fields, has a distinguished record of achievement in 

4 . ’ tjon an? research, along wit! ‘an institutidnal commitment to use its resourcesto 

> * both the undei$tanding~and the development of solutions to dev’elopment problems i,n Asia 
Ferrocement technology.is an especially apt ‘topic for collaboration between AIT and 

.I. fhe NAS because t,he Academy has p&blished a report on ferroceme?$, while the Di 
x 

- . : Structural’ Engineering and Materials‘at AIT had conducted extensive ferroce 
. , . *’ The workshop brought together engineers, scientists, admi,nistrators, and>business=men - ’ 

‘. “and .gave ‘them the opportunity to exchange views on, and-experience with, ferrocemenb 
ihe workshop% basic purposes were: Y II /\ T 6 ’ 

.’ o.-, to survey both the state of the art. of ferrocement technology and its applications 
% s2 

4 ‘j important to Southeast Asia; ’ I 
o 

,. ” 
1 to -provide information on ferrocement research and development taking place in 

* e Asia and to Share the knowledge and experience gained thus far; 
o to d/sc&s;the most ,promising methods of introducing fer!ocement technology to 

. 

Asia from the point of viewQf effectiveness, cost, qnd social acceptability; 
‘I 

P .. 
0 to recommend areas of technical and ,social research that need to be carried further 

with respect to ferrocement, .‘< . .‘- 
.O - 9. 

“-a . ,i- 

Demo&t&ions of ferrocement construction were held during the workshop. Fifty five 
. 

- -/- *’ ~ 
‘- participants from 17 nations attended. Immediately folloyljing the workshop, a demonstra- 

tion for the benefit of some 50 village heads from several districts in Pathumtani province 
4 was held.. _s 

., * 
. ^ . 
.s s . This work,shop,was suppo~rted by: 

,. __ -‘-...-. 
. . 

et o United States Agency for International Development(Al D): -’ 

Office of Science & Technology, Bureau for Tech, Assist., Washington’ 
Office of Regional Ekonomic Development(RED), Bangkok, Thailand 

: 
“0 ‘The Governmehi of New Zealand 

0 Firth,l ndustries New Zealand Limited i : * 5 -. 
0 United Nations industrial Development Organization(UNID0) ’ *._ 
o ~3. United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization( FAO), Rome, Ita!y 

’ i 
0 s Intermediate Technology Development Center, London, England 
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SUMMARY OF WORKSHOPo 
, 3. 

1 I I‘ I 2 , 
* . . J! 

Ferrocement is a highly versatile form of reinforced cpncrete made’of wire mesh, sand,” / 
water, and cement, which posse&es unique qualities of strength and serviceability. It can be 1 
constructed with a mini,mum of skilled labor,and utilizes readily available materials.’ Proven i 
suitable for boatbuilding, it has many other tested or potential applications in agriculture, ;’ 

b indusqy and housing. 

Ferrocement’is particularly suited to developing countries for the.following reasons:.;! , i. 

o Its basic raw material 
J!F 

’ available in most countries. ^ 
Q It can be fabricated into almost any shape to meet the needs of the user; traditional; ,a 

designs can be reproduced and often improved. Properly fabricated, it is more durable than i : 
most woods and cheaper than imported steel, and it can be used as a substitute for these : 
materials in many applications. . I (‘. . 

o The skills for ferrocement ,construction.are quickly acquired, and include many ’ 
.* b 

’ . 
skills traditionar’in developing countries Ferrocement construction does not need heavy 
plant or machinery; it is labor-intensive. Except fdr sophisticated and highly stressed 
designs, as those for deepwater vessels, a traihed supervisor can achieve t,he req.uisite amount 
of quality .controlLusing fairly unskilled labor,far the fabrication. - , 

To the engineer ferrocement offers a tough, durable material that has Ipw permeability, 
-that can be formed into any desired shape, that has high impact resistance and that is ebsy 
to repair if damaged, 

.Although ferroce$eht structures were first.b&ilt in the 1640’s,the material has been in , 
widespread use only in the last,-two,decadeG The main .applications of ferrocement are In ~ 
constructing boats, roofs, and “silos.“” More ferrocement structures have been built in the 
Asian-Pacific region than elsewhere in the world, Some applications of ferrocement’in the 
Asian-Pacific region are described in the Appendices. ;f q 

Ferrotement has to compete with other construction materials. In some locations, the 
competition will be inexpensive, as in thatch for roofing in rural areas. In others it will be 
expensive, “as ,in corrugated iron roofing in urban areas.* The same applies to actual uses: in : 
some the competition will be inexpensive, i.e. a wicker-and-mud silo, and it will be expen- 
sive in others, for i stance, fiber-glass boats. , 

The economics of ferrocement construction .rn>t always be considered in&e ILght of s a 

the quality of the product desired, of the location, and of the competitive materials avail- \. ’ 
able: ; Furthermore, many’of Lthe alternatives m’ay use traditional materials whose use is I 
deeply rqoted in the culture of the region. Som’e examples of alternative materials to ferro- 

- 

cement are given in Table 1. 
: 

4‘. 
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Boats , . _ \ _ i. 
* ’ I’ i > * $ .x r , \ ,: _ : 

Ferrocement boats have by nclw been built in almost every Asiancountry,as sho.\ivn i’“n . _. 1 . 
Tab!e 2. ,. A few typical examples are shown in ,Figules 1 to 6. This is a considerable develop’- 
: ient compare&with the situation five yWago, when hardl.y.qny country outsideCh&a, 
had built,;ferrocement boats. However, China still remains the onI\/‘country7vvheI-e ferroce- 
ment boats have been introduced on a largf? scale. In the other countri;es.,ferrocement occu- 
pies only a fracti.onof a pgrcent of the total boat building market. .< . 

There are many people involved*in ferrocement boat buiIding;i&Atiancountries. The 
worshop’s subgroup on boat construction addressed the que&&o‘f what:could be done tb 
make the work of these people &ore’ effective in the future. One answer that was supported 
unanimously was th,e estabiishment of a ferrocement information center. This information 
center would keep a register of people working- in the field, would reply to technical in- 
quiries, and would distribute a newsletterdescribing new projects and new results. 

Ferrocement, like any other construction material, has strong and weak pointSand it is 

n -- 

important that the material is appli:ed to boat types and boat size wher its characteristics 
are best utilized. Ferrocement is a relatively heavy material, compared h wooJand fiber ’ 
reinforced plastic (F.RP). Most wooden boats below 10m !ength are ith a plank thick- _’ -. n 
ness of Less than 25pm. To obtain the same weight in ferrocement one would have to utilize. * 
a hull thickness ofionly 8 mm? Although small ferrocement boat*ave been built with a 

Ji P I ‘> 
‘, c k hull of this thickness the impact resistance-is not satisfactory for a work boat used in fishing 
L ’ or transport. At its present gate of development, ferrocement has proved most suitable for ‘. 

” boats above 10m. Even’in these larger sizes, a ferrocement boat will be heavier than a wood- 
en boat, but.&is is of little disadvantage at moderate speeds. For a b-oat of IOm moving at 6 

I 
;- knots, the power per ton of weight is around, 3 Hp. If the speed is increased to 8 knots, the ’ 

.” , 

power ,per ton increases to 6 Hp. *For the lower speed the extra weight otia ferrocement 
boat makes little difference, although for higher speed the extra weight will require increased 
power. Boats that are -not mechtnized, such as poled or -rowed river boats, do n? have 
speeds higher than 
makes very Litt!.e 

and for these low, speeds the ‘extra weight of ferrocement 
in the effoft of propulsion. 

) I 
. 

The ferrocement sampans used in China are a good example of the latter type.‘ The, 
laigest of these boats have a length of 151%’ with 10 tons cargo capacity yet they are still’ 

,. manpowered. 
To ~sum up: Ferrocement at‘ its’ $iesent -state of development is most suitable for 

boats longer than 10 m when a speed between 6.5 and 10 knots is required, ’ 
. _ 

Probably about 75 percent of all fishing-boats in As% at-e wooden boats below lbm in 

n length that are frequently hauled out’of the waier. Ferrocement is not a good material for 
’ replacembnt of these bbats, but it will. in many cases.be a good option for larger,fishing . J - 

(’ boats propelled with a moderate power inboard diesel engine. Ferrocement should therefore 
find a good m-arket in transport boats used on~riversand canals. The example of China de- L 
monstrates well,enough’the potential of ferro&ent for.IO-15m barges poledan’d or towed. _ .’ 
In Asia the use of ferrocement for river and canal transport‘boats should receive the greatest 
attention. ’ ’ F 

Quality control is essential in the first stage of inaroducing ferrocement beat building s 
in a country. One can envisage less strict quality controls for boats operating on rivers and 
canals than for boats’ used in the open sea, since both the stresses and the risks are higher for 
the latter. It .is wise to. be prude&n the introduction oft the material since initial failure 

, willserio$y setback its fcrther development- 
The construction of a conventional ferrocement boat can be subdivided ihto the follow- 

ing phase& L \ 
,’ .- 5 

.: 2 
B .’ 

. ‘1 
t’ 

3 #.I 
. -i 



Drawing of the frames in full size a 

2. Bending and welding of frames . : 

3. Setting& of frames 
* _‘. 

is 
4. Applying rods and mesh . %.” “- 

l 

5. P1asterin.g + . 

-. , , - 
9 

t 6. Curing _ 
\ 

c 
i’ 

Supervision is required in all stages of constr work skills are only I 

I 
reqdired in sta es ‘I, 3.and 5. The main bulk of the ‘work 

I 
I 

done with 

” i 

,~ steel. fT- 

s in stage”4,which can be. ” - 
nskilled labqr. This is a major a,dv r-ocement,over wood and = =e - 

Assumi g that the cohstruction is done under trained ferrocement 
boat builder, the quality c@-rtiol a.pplies mainly to. stage 5;plastering. -Experience has J 1 ’ ’ 

, shown that the quality of mortar and its application is-the most critical phase. Lack of 
* penetration of the mortar Leads to voids and later: ingression of ‘water and, ruIst,ingdf the “-- _I ’ 

reinfor&emen&L i ‘. 
rj ‘-. , 9 1 

;To achieve~~rfficient quality ‘cohtrol in the initial stage of introd. cing ferrocemenk; 
1 

,=“- os 
one,should try to’concentrate the building in a central place rather tha establishing ,boat . I 

i‘ _ yards in every.m$jlfbr village. Only after the-introduction cf ferrocement boats has beon’con-. 

I ‘” 
sp!idated, the boat types developed ‘and the market identified, can one branch out into nevi( 
ayeas.. ‘In this second phase one can foresee the central manufaftute of frame sets and the 

. . Iocal,bu”ilding of the’boats v$th special assistance during plaster’ 
,’ F ., 

~ . 
. 

\ 

&gAcuItuyA Uses 
. 

l-Y .l 
P \ - 

d 
= . The following applications were considered by the subgroup on agricultural uses: - ‘0 

,I., Grain storage containers 
h - I” 

P 

I 2. water storage containers, and Q 

* a. 
3. ; OtheY structures. 

* ‘_ \ 
4 

“7 f drain St&age. 
\ 

Traditional storage methods,and their relative effectiveness again:t loss 
_ - by birds, insects, rodents and mold,differ from country to country. The storage needs of 

the small farm consist of the residues beyond what it sold immeciately after harvest. This 
includes domestic requirements plus-what can be kept to sell later. For storage on this scale 

’ *containersof 3-16.tons capacity are needed. Cheaper alternatives to ferrocement appear to 
be feasib1.e using *ire fiber, ‘bamboo reinforcement, or plain mortar such as the rice bin 
shown in Figure 7. Also some traditional methods which are used iy Bangladesh, for 
example, retain the advantages of economic construction, low permeabilky and durability, 
.and,vui6l;i littlk maintenance,cost. 

The potent,ial for using ferrocement silos exists more definitely at the village or com- 
’ munal level.- This could be.either as a collection of individual bins-similar to the Thailos , 

shown in Figure 8,0r as a single silo of about 100 tons capacity similar to the Cyprus bins or 

L 
to the long Argentine-$10~. This larger unit could, include facilities for drying the grain. 
This would be essential, for example, in Thailand, where the second’rice crop has to be har- 
vested in the rainy season when the farmers have no way of drying the crop. 

* 1 

Water Storage. In many parts of the world where at present’water has to be collected 
daily over long distan.ces by human labog there is great’need for storage of drink water 
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rain water collection. ,But larger faims m ge of-tanks of 2 cu..;n’. 
wt@h ferrocement, is especially suitable: 

or more/for 

‘as 
be precast either in panels ~0 be 

mbled on site, or they may be constructed, entirely in situ, 

3 

This,,~technotogy is well 
dev oped and therefore provides an-.excellent means of introducing ferrocement techniques. 
Larger tanks could be eitheraexcavated .pits lined with ‘ferrocement or tanks built above 
grgund revel. Such tanks of more th4.n 20 cubic feet*capacity might also be developed for 
fish-breeding. ’ ~ . s - \ 

q.$ k , ‘ :, “__S .I *I 
Miscellaneous Structures. -The group considered’sink and sanitary items and it was 

decided that o!dinary factory producted precast concrete was likely to be more economical. 
F-or gutter units and’other sub-structures, ferrocement @as a_clesr advantage due to its tough- 
ness wh!?n subjected to frequent impact force, 

Other applications suggested that merit trial and investigation are: ’ 

1. FerrocementsurfacXg for’soil-cement based country roads. The main advantage is 
that repairs may be easily-carried out-in th,e event of a crack of the sub-base, It would only 
require someone to chip away the bioken$oncrete, excavate where necessary and then cast 
some’concrete in the hole and restore thejmesh. . With regular inspection this should keep 
such a road in good ‘condition. 

2. Tube welle.sings and screens which need to withstand,compression and tension 
and tiave.some clamp’rng strength.. , 

3. Septic tanks and caissons tanks in which methane (bibgas) is generated from animal 
and vegetable wastes. L’ 
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-----T= Ferrocement is an excellent material .for use in house construction. Its major’role in -J’ 
. 

” . 

Asia and the Pacific Basin will probably be in low- and middle-incom@heusing. 
- 

. . , 
a Here ferrocement’s main advantage is its longevity, and it is a vei=satile material that 

can be used 
f 

_ 
+construct many parts of the house: .A ferrocement shell roof is a good strut- 

‘t .is water tight. It does not ‘corrode readily, and it can span long distances 
. 

ture because 
.and thus reduce the’ need for costly supports, * Ferrocement can also beaused around the 

home to construct septic and water tanks, staircases, floors, sinks, baths, etc. I * 
But ferrocement has limitations too. It is a thin material that is not good for load-bear- . 

ing walls,and the best house designs will use it in conjunction with reinfqrced concrete, 
brick, wood, etc. L 

.ln these times. when the”ptices and avAilability of many raw materials are changing 2 

dramatically, it is difficult to predict the future competitiveness of ferrocemqt. SuppJies of - 
cement and wire mesh vary widely in the,Asian-Pacific region; careful market analyses must 
be conducted before ferrocement constr.uction activitiesare undertaken. ’ 

An attempt’has been made in Papua’New Guinea to introduce ferrocement for law-cost 
I . house< Figure 9 shows a ferrccement roof panel being tested in-New Zealandlfor eventua! - , 

’ ‘3 use in Papua,f)lew Guinea. 
a_ . . \$ ‘;, , ,“c ‘, 

,t :. 
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Rebommendation 1: An Information S;?rvi~ .I, p$~ . 
. -a \ _ 

D 

._ All .‘members of the,workst.op mentioned the need for an information ser%ce,including 
a bull-etin that would keep interested. members informed abadt ferrocement development. 

; 
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0 _ Mo’st” m’embers of the group also expressed the’desire to have this information service 
established oh a world wide basis rather* than restricted. to Asja.’ Attention was drawn to r . . 

‘. the New,,Zealand Ferr’ocement Marine A,ssociation,=which at present has about 500 members, 
_, half of them from countries, other than New Zealand. This Association‘publi’shes a 

J ‘, b4mo ly bulletin that has been highly successful in spreading unbiased informetion~‘regerd- 
I ingo ing activ’ities in the ferrocement construction field, It is, hdwever, established on a 

, ,q=-; .’ 0 voluoteer.basi’s and needs further funding if it is to expand furthur. It is strongly recom; 
mended .that’a future information service cooperate wi.th”this highly competent ‘Associa- 
tion: The group also felt that the main emphasis should be put on firactical applicatio”n.s; in . : 

! order to attempt to bridge the gap that now ex’ists between research and &?tuaI-construction.’ 
I , . -0% . ‘. 

-, ” _ * \ 
Recommendation 2: Training ‘Facili6s 

.* <; 
/ ‘* ‘i . 

%‘/ ’ __ * 
‘, 1 

l - 
I. =a . 

;, Apart from the training of naval architects in.Asia, fh_e need for training was most urgent, L 
‘at the w.ork-supervisor level. Theyraining of fertocement construction supervisors koulb be ’ 

., ;g 
^“i 

done through ?pecial cours&condu&d byexisting nation$ training in ‘tutions. ‘The:Spread I, 
of the tedhnol=ogy would be best achieve,d through practical demonst tions similar to the 

’ > . “4”; 
’ ‘one.given at AIT by.th’e’New Zealand,fi,rm showingfhe construction.of.water, tank& -, ’ m ” .’ . .* . ti bee -2-J _ , -L : 

‘I 
Recomge%dation 3: St_udying the Use of Ferrocement in the Peo$e$ Bepublic of China L 

. 
ws$qq * Since China re l-l? ains &he only country ‘where ferrocement boat construction has been 

applied on a large scale;it wou’ld be worthw,hile to make a detailed study of the industry 
there. Although, as previously mentioned, $ne should be cautious of copying the same type 

a of boat used in otfler countries, a study of the actual method of introducing ferrocement on 
a large scale for river and canal transport, of the establishment of construction “factories” 
and of the accep-tance of the ferrocement boats by people accustomed to wooden boats, 
might provide’valuable information for other Asiancountries with similar needs. 

I _- c I’ 
h 

. . -Re&mmendation 4: General Research . 
D \ 

Research is needed to solve ‘two practical ,problems.at present encountered in ferroce- 
ment construction: ? 

.t* 1. Development of i simple machine for the handvveaving of steel mesh. 

/“I In most countries in Asia, steel mesh represent ‘about 78% of the total cost of 
aterials used in a ferrocement structure. Wove i=T mesh produced from wire by 

utilizing a simple handweavi,ng machine might well mean a substantial reduction in 
the cost of materials and also make the mesh more readily available. The handwoven 
mesh will have superior strength compared with the presentty used galvanized 

& 

P 

. hexagonal mesh. The best ratio of &ire diameter to mesh size‘should be determined 
throughpractical construction traials. 

, 

2. Application of plaster to ensure void-free c6ncrete . T. 

The most common deficiency encountered in-ferrocement boats is voids in the 
concrete leading to water seepage and rusting of reinforcement. Even with the two- 
stage plastering methods commonly used in New Zealand, this can happen due to 
the difficulty of assuring penetration of, 

or 
ortar through the multiple layers of ro& 

and mesh. There-is a ‘need for a simple r bust hand-held vibrator to ensure*compac- 

.C . 
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ti,on. At present an electric orbi 
rc 

a plate, but \t is-questionable 
r.is often converted to.a vibrator by’addi-ng ‘-3 - .) _ 
his to.ol d&eloGed for a different purpose . ._ 

-” . = represents the ultimate ,aiistier cement construction.. , Qibital sanders _ * 
’ are.‘rafher vulnerable and usualI\/,do.~~~o~ last very long. An ideal vibrator’f&sibiy ’ , 

A already exists on’the market, but it’ is not commo.nly known among ferrcceme’nt - - 
D boatbu’ilders. I c c I. m __ 8 

.c b ‘, t. ,, I ’ I _. . 

* $A- Ji . _ .’ / 
h _. .+ ReaG?&ekdat~o6 5: Boatbuilding Research . ’ . , ._ -, - ; ,. L ! _ 

d crc 1 a 9 - 
. . . .a 

, ~ / . I.- :~ , 

Boat designs for Asia ‘., ’ 
1 . . ’ . I, 

.’ 
‘There is a .need .to develop designs for ferrocement boats suitable for Asian 

countries. Cau&on ‘mgs$ be.exerclsed in utilizing designs developed for one area in- 
discriminately for.another area. Although “this might successfully be done, the‘ parti- .- 
cular requirements-should be studded in each case to ensur.e that the introduced de / ‘* - 
sig,n will correspond to what t,he market requires. Attention i.s drawn to the present “( ,’ 
service already prwided by FAQ f.o[ designs of fishing vessels and by UNlDd for . 

S B the designof transport boats. Assistance from FAO or UNI DO can’ be’ reouested 
through/mdividuaiOgovernmer+. Both’ FAO and- UN’1 DO are reluctant to ‘release __ ,.* - 
dtawings without an initial feasibility study and assurance that know-h.ow in build: 
ing ferrocement boats’ i available. 

. ~ 

L The besthsoldtion the .pr’oblem of providing suitable design-is the,training of 
. 
. 

navaLarchitects in Asia to tackle the<.design of ferr’ocement boats, This. can be done a 
through aOst-iort-term regional ‘training course] of say three months,* similar to the _ 
one on fishing boat’ design organized by FAO. 

. 
l 

%..I , 4 

’ -.. 

!hantli,ngs Rules , 
9 

. .’ 

There js’a need f,or rational st+ntlings rules for ferrocement boats. Attention * 
was drawn to the “Tentative rules for construction and classification’of feriocement 
vessels’! piepared by Det Nor&e ‘Varitas, which are the most detailed rules on 
FantJings for ferrocement boats yet‘published. 
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7 ” 
FERROCEMENT AND ITS CbMPETITION’ ‘,q\ 

c L. 
P . .Fv ! - y 

Id. : ‘. ~,2%.. I --:- 
n s : 

r . . _- ’ .-._ 

I -- .” ‘ri’. <,‘*::“*-; . 

Structure = I 

_. 
‘I Pod storage silo 

c c 

““+-++ - 

Ferr cement containers 
4 

t 

masonry containers lined with cement 
, mortar or plastic sheeting I 

Ceramic*tlG containers, a ’ 
Ceramic vessels 0 

’ 

Treated or untreated wood 

Alumi.num or other metal sheet or foil 5 
lined containers 

. d 

1 . . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

. I 

0 c 1 

a 

Woveh bamboo mesh p!astered with mud.‘ 

< 

Ferrocement tile o>sheets ” 

Thatch - . . -% 

Ceramic tile 1 , 
Concretetile ‘a * . 

. 
..-~&Galvanized iron sheet _ 

*o 

P. 

. 

s 

c 

P 

II ’ hoofing k 

.$luminum sheet 
. 

..; 
. 1 . 

9 D 0 ” 

ierrocement ’ : 

Wood . a 

Steel s-1 0 , 

Fiberglass’Reinforced Plastic : 
D 

Boats 

* . ._ 
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TABLE2~ - q ,:, r 

*. Ii 
a / FERkOCEMENT BOATS BUILD Ihi kIA~/PACIFIC‘REGlON ‘_ * ’ . 

x. I *, 
0 P I. or 

Country’ . 
No. of Boats No. of Ferroce- 

s’ . . Built ,_ Type of Boat s ment Boat.B‘uilding,- q . . ’ 
‘0 * . ‘Yards I b 0 I 0 ‘-* 3 

* 0 .” 
0 0. 

Bangladesh 3 
D -” 

’ China ’ . 2,000 -, s 
Hong Kong “* ye% 4 

b * 
India .I ’ 6- 

- 1 d 

‘* 
16 - 14rn.*. ’ T.ranspc&fi$ii& . - 

? 

(esti’rqate) u 1$1~35rn 3 .‘Transp-or-t I”* _’ 
. . . d ~ 

15:: 27m 

- ‘fi -1 5 _ Ilrn 

Fishing m ’ ’ 

Fishing 
‘- >_ 

Y 4 , 

Indonesia, a ‘- - 0 ‘.r 

1( > -a ,!L ’ 
1 3 II , 

Japan 1 - 10 (estimatkj 
9 . : 

t J 
. - a 0 , ,A "F- 

Korea 11 ‘I ’ ” 
. .* 0 I m 

'Malaysia . . *., 1 
,i ’ 

10 L 25’m ,‘* I -Fi&$ng" .“. ,‘, ., 
9 9 : #-r i 

’ tm T”mq I ;- ‘q% ~ . .; __-. ” I I ( 
‘C 3%’ ” . 3 

. Pakjstan c t ’ , $1 I ,. , 
. 

,T P -I ” i r 0 - , 
2. 1’7 * 
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Philippines’ B. ’ 

a . o *: 
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S*mgapore e -, “:, 3 ’ ” PI . ’ ? a 
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0% ,-. Transport/pleasure i 

Sri ~~ 1 
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’ Figure -q ; Ferr0cemen.t patrol boat under construction In Iran 
.’ %* 
_ ‘, 

f@gure 2: Ferrocement sampans in the Peoples Republic of China 

e 
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Figure 3: Ferrocement fishing boat in Thailand 

F 
bA 

igure 4: A Thai sampan in ferrocement. This small boat is strict&W 
ferrocement since the reinforcement is made of bamboo 
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Figure 5: Villagers in Fiji building their ferrocement fishing boat 

:i,, . 

Figure 6: Ferrocement Yacht in New Zealand 

. 



Figure 7: Rice bin made of unreinforced mortar In Thailand 
I 

Figure 8: Reinforcement of the “Thailo”, a ferrocement 
rice bin developed in Thailand 
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Figure 9: Prefabricated ferrocement roof panel used in Papua New Guinea 
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APPENDIX B 

DESli;N PHILOSOPHY FOR FERROCEMENT 

R.B.L. Smith 

. I ..I ‘d 
1 

‘is well established as a m’ateriaf for boat building, in its wider 
terrestrial purnozes, it may be regarded as a new material o-f 

construction: many suggestions for its development and also to an interest in 
have until recently been treated empirically for the s 

requirements of. marine construction. Research has been in progress for over a * 
the properties of ‘mortars reinforced with randomly distributed wires which 
expected to be similar to those of ferrocement. The rational design of reinfokced and prest- 
ressed concrete is based on the examination of apiropriate limit states in relation to the 
structure, and it is desirable to consider \;uhat limit states shcbuld be applied to structWes 
designed in ferrosement. This, in turn raises the question as to what types of structure 
realise the infierept advantages? of ferrocement. 

L .\ , 

Characteristics of ferrocement 

. 

. 
1 

.- Ferrocement has been described as a densely reinforcedrmortar formed into a thin 
shell, which behaves as a composite material, whose properties depend on the combination 

! 
of steel (in the form of f,ine steel wire mesh) and dense, high strength mortar. Although in 
.normal reinforced concrete the use of small diameter steel rods is used to improve the a.bili- 
ty of concrete to resist tension due to shear forces, and to control cracking due to shrinkage, 
the reinforcement is’ placed to resist tensile forces directly in regions where the concrete has 

\ exceeded its?ehsile strain capacity. In order to utilise economically the tensile strength of ___ 
the steel under these circumstances, the maximum strain attains values of 0.15 to 0.2% at its, 

-- 

limit of useful behaviour, which is of the order of ten times the tensile strain ca’pacity of the 
concrete. Hence the fundamental assumption in reinforced concrete design is that concrete - 
is assumed to resist no part of the flexural tensile forces. 

However, one of the objects of investigation of mo,rtar reinforced randomly with fine 
wires, is to improLe’ the tensile strength compared with the plain material. In ferrocement 

’ the wires are not randomly distributed in three dimensions, having layers of mesh in the 
plane of the shell, but from the point of view of in-plane tensile forces, such reinforcement 
may be considered effectively random, and similar results are obtained. This work hz 
demonstrated that the tensile cracking stress increases proportionately with the amount of ” 
steel per unit volume of composite up to a practical limit imposed by the maximum steel 
concentration for which the mortar may be compacted. An increase of cracking StresGof 

‘I three to four times may be achieved at maximum steel density but this increase would not 
be of value in combination with conventional reinforcement as discussed above (which would 
require a much greater strain capacity increase).at the limit state of collapse. For prismatic 
members. such as beams and columns, and for plane slabs, the increase in tensile strength 
does not lead to an economical alternative to reinforced concrete on the basis of homogene- 
ous rather than transformed section design. However, for structures such as reinforced con- 
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Crete water tanks, where the appropriate limit state is the tensile cracking of the concrete, 
such a material could be advantageous. ‘\,I\ 

The characteristic in which ferrocement differs fundamentally from randomly rein- 
forced concrete is constructional, due to the use of mesh, the several layers of which enable 
the mortar to be placed without any other form of mould. It is’also different in this respect 
from_ reinforced concrete due tc the close spacing of the wires as compared vgith corven- 

. tional reinforcement. This characteristic is of outstanding importance because it enables the 
economical construction of thin shell of any geometry to be achieved. 

. 
- r ._ 

Advantaip of shell structures 
er 

It is sign!ficant that the major field of abplication of ferrocement, at-present is boat 
construction, in which a. doutly curving sheII.structure is determined by the nature of its 
function and loading. Curved shells have long been the logical’cboice of shalje for vessels of . / 

all types marine, pressurz and storage, such as boats, boilers, cooking pots.and granaries. 
Only in buildings have the hum&‘idequirements of flat floor slabs and plane walls led to 

./ 

linear structural elements. However, apart from pottery and traditbonal sheet metal work, 
the formation of curved shells is an expensive, technol&cally advanced and at tim@s hazar- 
dous operation, although the introduction of ferrocgm&3t,~ may significantly change this. 

Linear elements’are generally used only for quite s&t stans, such as bridge decks and 
sross girders, roof slabs and beams, which are integrated into a larger curved structure, arch 
or cable for very long spans, or’domes to cover large spaces. The extra cost of curved form- 
work for reinforced concrete requires an,economic balance to be struck between the struct-:, 
ural advan$rges of curved structures and the construdtional simplic,ity of linear elemehts- It 
is also suggested that designers have been restr,jcted by the process whereby a structure h.as > 

:- first to be drawn on a drawing board,which.tends to restriit the imagination; ork- 
ing drawings have to be prepared to instruct the workman, and these are more lit0 
draw and to understand and are less amenable to standard.fsed conventions for ures ~’ .’ 

I ‘which cannot be represented as a set of intervecting orthogonal planes. Using ferrocefint this 
still applies,since the d.e@gner’s conception must be municated to-the budder. This link 
must‘have been as necessary for the creation of the oc gonal lantern in Ely Cathedral as it % 

0 is”for the construction of a ferrocement boat, in-which it is provided by a close association E 
between designer and builder, who are not divorced into separate compartments as in so: 
much present day structural ,engineering. Whilst+close collaboration of designersndbuilder ’ .~ 
is highly desirable, it is necessary also to be.able to communidate without psrsonal contact 
(as for example when a design is transmitted ‘to a. remote rotation), and attention must be . 
paid not only to the clear and simble presentation of dratiings, but to the equal!y important 

,, 

matters of details such as construction joints and the control of mix and curing. 
A further aspect of the relative merits of curved shell and line& structures 

dox, wril known to every’structural research worker who has tried to carry 
tests,,,that in some respects linear structures are more complicated than curved ones. 
arises from the practical impossiblility of achieving the idealisedsupnorts assumed in theory 
and from the uncertainty of the restraints imposed by real supports. The majority o$ practi- 
cal structures do-not even attempt to eliminate such restraints and this may result #‘stresses. 
exceeding those assumed in design due to the imposed loads, which are caused by material 
shrinkage and thermal strains. In comparison, a shell structure can accommodate itself to 
such strains by a slight change of geometri with consequent reduction of such undesirable 
stresses. 

, 
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Design of Fekocement_Structures 
.~. 
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The improvement?of the effective tensile strength of.n-rortar, as measured by the crack- 
ing or ultimate joads, due to the introduction of steel fibres or wire mesh,is significantly of 0 : 
the order of up to 3 or 4 times. .But if we consider that the tensile strength of-steel is ’ ’ C 
between TOO and 1,000 times greater than mortar, and that of timber and glass over 10 times 
greater, it is evident that even themost denselyreinforced mortar does not achieve the range 
of tensile strength of these other materials or of prestressed concrete, which latter can attain 

” an effective tensile strength exceeding its compressive strength, and is therefore directly ’ 
‘. comparable to timber or glass, r D 

It seems reasonable therefore to suggest t.hat the main purposes of the wire m .h r:in- , , 
‘\ 

/ \ forcement in ferrocement are: 
b 

h 1. to increase the resistance to impact and to prevent complete collapse of the hct- p . 
ure .if it is cracked by the load: i.e., to pro.duce some effect&e ,ductility and to” local&e* 
damage. 1 

2. to provide a skeleton for the construction. For this purpose it has been found that “’ ’ 1 
two layers of mesh (chicken wire) are sufficient for theadherence of the mortar in a shell of 
2 to 3 cm. thickness, provided that the overall. skeleton is rigid. 

_* ’ 9. 
n’ 

- i F From this, it follows ,that the construction of curved shells subjected to distri-buted‘ 
c? loading from liquid, granu,!ar ‘material, ‘v$nd and self weight, as for example, boats, water ‘ c , 

tanks,.grain stores and roof structures~are$deal.appIications of ferrocement. The presently G 
used method of application of the mortar, by hand, and the prob+$ms of the rigidity of the ’ 
mesh skeleton, of the continuity,, of conW$ction and of .the control of compaction, Gould 

_ ” 
*appear to limit the sizeof structti.re suitable for ferrocemeht and point to the-desirability of 

new techniques of application employing a gieater degree-of mechanisation. ‘. ’ 
. ” 

For such structures .i.n, which the loading permits some freedom of’geometry ‘of the 
n 

structure, advantage can be taken of the-membrane hypothesis which discouhts the effects . 
of hending moment. For many applications the -bmperm~eabiIity of thematerial i&e most . -“r 
important consideration, Provided the mortar is pr6p&ly compacted and cured; the perme- 
ability depends very critically on water-cement ratio, being very low (almost impermeable) 
for less. than 0.4 water-cement ratio. but increasing Yapi,d’ly above that value. Above this .‘ 

I basic material requirement it is necessary to, ensure that the tensile stresses caused by the 
loading are within the limit of initial cracking; which therefore becomes the most significant 
limit state for design., .- 

Structures for weich impermeability is not essential could be desighed’for a limit state I 
’ of collapse,taking into acco~untr$he’uItimate resistance of the cracked’section as in reinforced 

concrete. This would depend entirely on the constructional aduantages ?f terroce’ment com- 
pared with reinforced concrete, and it.7is suggested-that it is preferable to base the design of 

..g g such stiuctures,ajso on a limit state of initial, cracking. 
;8 . Thus for all applications the cracking strength of the material is the property of major 0 

. 

impor/tance in relation both to the m,ortar mix, including the influence’of water-reducing ad- 
mixt res, and to the ratio of mesh reinforcement from the minimum required for construc- 
tion p L oses up tb the maximum possible,for compaction of ‘mortar, It is necessary to define 
such a?‘cra ing load consistently. 

kit 
In reinforced and prestressed concrete codes permissible .;, 

crack wid s are specified, but @his is not satisfactory for ferrocement since the tolerable 
widths of cracks are of the order of micro crac uently, the author is at present - 
trying to relate the permeability of: the mater fadual application of ‘tensile and 

3 flexural stresses, measuring also material strai ctions in the same experiments 
with the intentLoon to establish sqme lnformatio eking strength of various mixes 
and reinforcement‘ratios. ’ ” -1 . 
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Conclusions ’ - . /,- 
e ,’ 

In order to take adv&tage.of thk hermetical properties of ferrocement as far as possible 
x 

within the constraints imposd by the’nature of the loading and the geometrical boundaries 
of the structure, designs should sat,isfy the r6embrane hypothesis for shells. Thi,s entails 
careful attention to the boundaries of the sfru,eture, i.e. joints and supports. This particularly 
applies to larger structures, but even for small structures,,,shz$ changes of curvature should 

- be detailed with caution. P 

While the non-reqtiirement of a mould or other supporting framework during cons- 
struction and the similarity of the mortaring technique to traditional craft methods of con- 
s’truction may suggest ferrocement as an example of “intermediate technblogy” to be Y ‘a 

c applied by farmers and others to’a great variety of construction, it should be borne in mind T 
D. ’ ‘that it ‘is a material capable of high quality performance, and apart from emergency opera- L 

1 
tions, it i‘s unizconomical to use it except to high standards&of design and construction. For 
this kind of work, alt@ough a code of practice embodying limitstates is hardly appropriate, 
it.is none the less necessary to have values of good practice, espe,cially because one cannot 
afford to waste money in such conditions. For isuch applications, strength is not 6f im- 
portance compared with freedom from cracking caused by shrinkage’and thermal move- 

“Eients+3~~eeapart from its adverse effect on liquid retaining structures, aracking leads to the 
I_ k loss of dtirability’of any type of structure, and it should be the object of ferrocement con- L. 

j struction to. have a long useful life compared with any alternatives: S 
One aspect of ferrocement which is impotiant for boat building is the ease with which 

damage may be repaired. This‘same advantage niay be useful, in other applications subject 
to impact loads, and in particular as a surfacing to roads with a soil-cement base. - \’ 
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/ APPENDIX C 

~ERROCEMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN TAMIL NADu, INQIA I 

“, P 

by 

T. Kanakasabapathy 

, India, with a coastline of 6,550 kms. and fishable marine area of over 259,000 Sq. kms., 
holds tremendous potentialities for the development of her fisheries. The marine catch of 
I.‘1 millfon tons per year in India is negligible compared to the World total of over 60 million 
tons. The total availability of the catch around the Indian Coast is estimated to be around 
14 million tons per annum. 

.& 

The main reasons why fishermen are unable fully to expioit the catch potential are: 

1. traditional non-mechanized methods still used by the fishermen; 
2. wood as’the craft material-in most cases; 
3. lack of improved bbat design; ’ - 

;‘a 
; 

ever increasing cost of mechanized fishing boats and their subsequent mainte- 
nance in the absence of fishing harbou’rs. 

. 
Out of the 10,090 mechanized fishing vessels in the country, only about twenty of the 

over 50 foot class are engaged in commercial fishing. The imperative need has therefore 
been felt for an intensive exploration of the waters around the India Coast. The only 
answer to the problem is to have more.mechanized fishing vessels which could be mass- 
produced at a cost that would be within the, means of the local fishermen. _Ferrocement 

*as a media for construction of fishing boats was thought of in 1970. . 

Ferrocement * 
a! 

, ’ 

It%& known what problems can be encountered when a new technology is introduced 
into a country &d hence a very cautious beginning was made in 1970 by the Depart- 
ment of Fisheriesin Tamil Nadu, Madras, India. There had been much discussion and work 
done under the heading of ferrocement in the developed countries from 1960. The valuable 
information on ferrocement boat building made available from New Zealand, Australia, 
Canada and b’y the FAO was accepted and on the basisof this information the first ferroce- 
ment ,boat was built in the country with workmkn who were already experienced in wooden 
boat-building techniques. 

sl ., 

Ferrocemen’t Boat-Building: il * . . r’. 

t - P 

The need to find a replacement material for wood was urgent because 8f the ever in- ,. 
creasing cost. This’ provided an opbortunity to introduce ferrocement technology in the 
country. The,thearetical and technical side of ferrocement construction is now known. in ” 
many countries, so the author does not intend to dwell on this aspect, but will rather men- 
tion .a few point+qhere its applicition is necessary in a developing country s&h as India. 

The constructrbiC of a ferrocement fishing vessel involtied the procur’emen? of a. small 

I quar@ty*of the cheapest wood; steel inthe form of mild steel rods and galvanized chicken --~ t 
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mesh, sand, water and cement. With the materials locally available, and with th2 local 
labor already well-versed in wooden ‘boat building, the construction of the first 38 &* 
fishing boat was undertaken and the boat was completed and launched in 1972 at a”cost 
of Rs. 1 aAg00,or US$15,400. *This,cost includes the engine, deck .equipment, overheads, 
etc. Comparing ferrocement with other boat building materials, it was found that ferroce- I 
ment boats were cheaper. On the success of this experiment, a project was established to 
propagate the potential benefits of the use of ferrocement in boat building. More boats 
are being built and this breakthrough was made in 1974. The project’s work for the last 

’ four years has proved that: , s _ 
.,” 

I 
_ o Ferrocement is a .potentially attractive alternate to wood in boat construction. 

_ _ 
o Ferrocement construction is as labor intensive as-wooden boat building and so its 

,introduction will not make labor engaged in wooden boat building red UL dant. 

o Labor skill required for making a, ferrocement boat is relatively low when com- 
oared to wooden boat building. ! * 

o F&rocement boats cost less to construct compared’to conventional types. 
. 

o Ferrocement in India needs-no component of foreign exchange. 

o Feirocement is easy to*repair and requires minimum maintenance. 

Q Ferrocement will alleviate the chronic shortage qf fistiing vessels, of all types. 

The aim of the project was to create local interest and to prove the profitability of 
* ferrocement boat construction in a developing country such as India. Figure Cl shows a 

boat built in the project. i 

Q 3‘ ’ , 

Fdrroceme~t boat for inland water- 
L 

A 22 ft long ferrocement boat for use in rivess and reservoirs has been built. It was 
launched in the River Coovum in Madras city for trial purposes although it was built for use 
in the Bhavanisagar reservoir in Coimbatore, Madras. The “performance of the ferrocement 

0, 4 inland ,bpat was acceptable and now inquiries are being received for ‘similar small 
c. ~ vessels.’ -The actual “cost of the boat is equivalent to that of a wooden design because of the 

variousconstructional changes made during the entire work. Extra-labor was required for 
this first boat_: 

.q- 
.. ‘ .,+ * 

Materials 16 ’ 1 . 
-Tim her 

R,s. 3,692.75 

Rs. 870.12 . ’ 

jk’ ,i ?Labpr (6724 manhours) ’ Rs. 8,338.25 
v 

, i\ ~\ 1 
i Rs. 12,901.12* 

‘R 
? 

Figure C2 shows the 22 ft boat in the River Coovum. 

> * 1.~t7.s. is appro i x mately $0.134 
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This is;.a ‘common*type o”f coun y craft made of split bamboo covered with buffalo 
b skin, used by local p’kopf’e to cross rjve for fishing in rivers and reservoirs, An attempt was 

mad&=& fatiricate jhe same in ferrocement. Ttiis attracted much attention and now it is 
proposed to -buildz.a lew more such craft for use in the Fisheries Department, Madras. 
The main intention ‘is to popularize them among the local people. The actual cost of 
the coracle is: 

z 81 9 -, 
*. 

a. 
Material Rs.” 323.4 1 

, 

0 B 0 Labor (270 manhours) Rs. ,240.96 
. a ~ 

Rs. 564.37 # 

Figures C3 and C4 show the coracle. \ 

i! 
Miscellaneous 1 

- 

.I 

Besides the above work, a round-bottom row boat of 15 ft and a flat-.bottom row boat 
of 15 ft with provision for outboard motor have also been built and are undergoing trials in 

/ 

lakes. The latter is shown in Figure C5. 
2 

Ferrocement in rural de$opmen’t 

Although less pub,licized than many other parts of the world, India has also been a 
center of ferroc+-rent activity. From the boat-bui@ing%xperience gained over the last four% 

’ years, thermateiial and expertise was adapted to other terrestial applications,such as grain 
silos, vats for fish3 ensilage, water tanks, and Gobar gas cylinders. ‘Below is a brief descrip- 
tion of these structures together with their costs. 

*.5 
. 

. 
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i 
Grain Silo 

._ I &+@, e 
‘.. . I.\\ 
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Experience in Thailand and Ethiopia had shown th.at ferrocement grain silos can be 
built on site very inexpensively. The basic design of the silo was a copy of the grain silo 
made in Thailand. The one built in Tamil Nadw was a,shell type without webs or stiffeners. 
The base of-the silo is saucer-shaped and built of 7mm. rods in the manner of a-cobweb. 
The walls sloping inward are reinforced With 7 mm, rods and two layers of X” hexagonal . 
chicken mesh, each on both inside and outside. The mortar ratio was similar to that used 
in boat building. The’ top inlet was built-in With the shell structure itself, but its shape .I” N 

, was modified to suit k+al conditions: The top cover was fabricated like the man-hole 
I 

. ! P 
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. covers found locally, which prevented the water getting in., but with z/ locking arrangement. 
A small slide type opening at the ground level was provided with locking facilities. This was k 

the first silo built, and the actual cost was: 

, 

> 

Figures C6 and 

1 
, 

Vat’for fish ensilage. 

Materials 1 Rs. 669.42 

Labor (669 manhours) Rs. 536.39 

Rs. 1,205.81 , ’ 

‘5 r 

C7 show-the grain silo designed and fabricated in the project. 
r: *. i -** L 

“_F1 

The Indian:Council of Agricultura! Research, Fisheries Unit,at Madras is experimenting 
with various types of vats made out of various.materials and wanted a vat made out of 
ferrocement also. t-design was made, and one vat was constructed and handed over to 

. the research station. it. is being .used an&the results are awaited. The actual coSt of the vat 
is as follows: 

s - 
,. . , \ 

-* E 
oi ’ Materials Rs. 38.26 ’ 

1 Labor (113 manhours) Rs. 82.89 

._ 
. I - 

., 

RS. 121.15 
. . .P 

.i ., 

Figure C8 shows the frame of the vat that was built. , 

‘r . 
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Water tank 

The ferrocement boat building project was using old diesel oil barrels for storing water 
’ foi *the purpose--of curing ferrocement boats. Jhe barrels often got. rusted and needed _ I 

regular painting. The workers joined together, made:out a barrel type esign and made a 
water tank to store water. They used welded mesh of 1” x 1” as the A in reinforcement. 
&Two layers ,each of %” hexagonal wire mesh both inside and outside formed the entire , 

skeleton. It was mortar boat building. The actual cost 
is as?follows: 

I 

192.65 

&:d 71.05 

6 263.70 < 
. . 

I 
There is now a great demand-.for such’hnks locally. Figures 69 and Cl0 show the 

water tank. : 

I 
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Gobar gas cylinder 

Though bio-gas plants have been known for several decades, their prominence in public 
discussions of the energy and fertilizer situation is a recent phenomenon. The main reason 
for the interest in this field today is the recent oil crisis,which compeIled,a desperate search * 
for alternative sources of energy. The Gobar gas plants con&t of two main parts: a digester 
or fermentation tank with an inlet into which cowdung is introduced in the form of liquid 
slurry;and a gas holder to collect the gas. The design was given by Khadi and Village Indus- 
tries Commission. The design of the digester is to be built of masonry construction and the 
gas cylinder is to be made of mild steel sheets and angles. Many practical problems had to 
be faced by the field staff of the Khadi and Village Industries Commission. A 60 cu.ft/day 

u plant cost Rs. 3000 - in February 1974. There are about’*20 different sizes and capacities 

_ of Gobar gas plants, ranging from 60 cu.ft./day. (1.7 cubic meters/day) to 5000 cu.ft./day 

9 (42 cubic meters/day). It was reported that 8000 plants are in operation. Under the Fifth 

-.. Five-Year Plan, 50,000 plants are to be set up. The shortage and cost of the mild steel sheet 
for making the’Gobar gas cylinder was the main problem in promoting the’scheme. So the 
Perrocement Craft Research Project was approached for help. The design given by the 
Khadi and Village Industries Commission was accepted and construction details were worked 
out. A Gobar gas cylinde . out of ferrocement was fabricated, based on the experience 

P gained in making the,wate ktank. Welded mesh of 2” x 2” of 12~ gauge was used as rein- 

. forcement and two layers of 1/2” hexagonal mesh were used both insidea*?rd.,outside. Mortar 

. 
was applied in the same way as in ferrocement boat building. The first Gobar gas cylinder 
built was tested by the field staff of Khadi and Village Industries Commission and they were 
entirely satisfied with its performance. 
cy%linder alone is as follows: 

The actual cost of the 60 cu.ft./day Gobar gas 

a Material . . Rs. 249.27 , . 

Labor (200 manhours) Rs. 94.23 

Rs. 343.50 

iNOW ‘the Ferrocement Craft Research Project is being requested to work out details of 
a ferrocement digester also, so that the entire Gobar gas plant can be prefabricated, taken to 
site and installed. On the request of the Khadi and Village Industries Board, ten 100 cu.ft/ 
day and 250 cu.ft/day ferrocement Gobar gas cylinders were made with the help of the staff . 

of the latter. This is because,the ferrocement Gobar gas cylinder is cheiper today when 
compared $0 the gas cylinders made out of mild steel sheets and angle. It is also well-known 
that Gobar gas plants yield organic manure (1.5 - 2.0% nitrogen) in addition to bio-gas, . 
which is an added attraction in the rural area. 

Figure Cl 1 shows the Gobar gas cylitier. 

L- -... \ 

Conclusion 

The-potential as regards fishing vessels, both for inland and ocean waters, is very large. 
b) Ferrocement as a mater+ial. is becqm~ing popular as the initial inertia,of tradition, suspicion 

and prejudices of the,fishermen are being overcome, There are a number of ways in which 
the introddction of ferrocement in India might proceed. However, there is a clear need for I ” 
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the new material in several sectors of the economy and’it is concluded that there ‘is now no 
longer a need to sell the concept at the official level, because of the initial sound work done 
by the-Government of Tamil Nadu in Madras, India. 

. 
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Figd;e Cl : A typical ferrocement boat built in the project 
* 

h 

Figure C2: Ferrocement boat for inland waters 
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Figure C3: The wire frame for a ferrocement coracle 

Figure C4: Finished coracle in use 
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Figure C5: A ferrocement row boat 

Figure C6: B ase of Ferrocement grain silo 
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Figure C7: Ferrocement grain silo 
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Figure C8: Frame of ferrocbment vat for fishknsilage 
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Figure C9: Frame for ferrocement water tank 

Figure Cl 0: Ferrocement water tank 
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Figure Cl 1: Gobar gas cylinder 
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, I A KOREAI;. EXPERIENCE’ IN FERROCEMENT BOATS -C 6 
*” 

8’. .” ’ _ 

Hun Chol Kim 
, 

B I 9 
. . ..-. . ,.._ ~~ 

In Korea, ferrocement was first introduced in late’ i968 under‘ the author’s. research 
, project, “The Small Vessel Construction Utilizing Domestic “Materials and Its Economic 

Analysis,” at the Korea Institute of Science and Technology. The initial project lasted 
k about three years, and is still being continued. A three volume report of about 500 pages 

anda number of other,articles, practically all in Korean, are available. 
The first volume of ?heiOeport contains an exhaustive literature survey on ferrocement. 

The second describes the design and construction of a small experimental’fishing boat 1 lm long 
which weighs 7.5 gross tons and was made at KIST (Figure Dl ); this boat is still floating today. 
The third volume analyses the results of various tests conducted on ferrocement materials. 

A 25 gross tons 18m coastal fishing, boat (Figure D2) designed at KIST was built and 

, launched,under our guidance in May 1969 by a local concrete pile manufacturer, who in- 
cidentally had never built a boat nor dealt with ferrocement- before. As a follow-up, he is 
bui.lding a5;OOOgallon oiltank, a’48 ton fishing boat and a 600 DWT ton oi,l barge (Figure D3) 
in his new boat yard, built exclusively for ferrocement boats. This boat yard requires 
covering’and heating during winter months. . hI 

The Korean Navy, with the assistance of the United States Navyl has also built some 
small craft.of extremely thin ferrocement shell. A yacht building yard was initiated in the u 
free-trade zone. However, the latter case is not related to our effort and will not be dealt 
with in this report. 

Although our effort at KIST was rather modest, two of the boats have been in 
operation for about five years now and are deemed a success both‘technically and econo- 

- mically. At the same time there have been brought i.nto focus a number of problems which 
r* * 

““‘7 -+ 
.J shall discuss further. 

r -- -Technica!ly, for a,@veloping country suc$ as Korea, one-of the problems in building 
ferrocement bqats is tha? there are not enough trained naval architects who can design 
ferrocement boats, i.e. naval architects with the expertise to analyse boats mad-e of hew 
structural materi& and who can, also come up w@h. practical and locally accepted designs. 
Foreign drawings are easily available and are of help, but these requife extensive modifica- 
tion because of differences in customs, traditions and fishing habits of the people. Until 
such time as there is enough work to support naturally a local group of people capable of 
providing designs at short notice, someone else will have to providerthe necessary input. 

The second technical problem is that of providing codes on design, building, measure- 
ment,. inspection and maintenance. In steel’ boats, whether good or bad, classification and 

’ measurement rules are available. These have evolved from,,many years of experience and 
occasionally from expelciences of disasters. Are we to adapt these requirements in designing 
ferrocement boats or are we to develop something new? 

A couple of minor examples of technical developmehts needed in ferrocement boats 
. 73 are worth mentioning. Ferrocement boats require extensive use of fenders, and they have 

been found to be rather vulnerable in rough seas. Piping on ferrocement boats requires a 
different configuration from those on a similar steel boat. 



*:- : 
i W&h regard to pl*astering of’the hull, a cheap, easy and dependable method must be 

. \ developed. Perhaps lfcensing of technicians skilled in plastering work may be the solution, 
as is done with welders in steel work. 

Apparent advantages, such as the possibility of wide applications, availability of labour 
and materials, easy maintenance and above all low construction cost (See Table Dl), should 
facilitate the spread of ferrocement usage. However, the reluctance of Koreans to accept 
something new, perhaps due to ig brance more than anything else, is largely due to the fact 

-3 thattihip bwitding lives are at !A ‘ke and high risks are involved. Someone must take’the 

i- initiative-and take the responsibility if and when a failure occurs. 
Lastly’, ina developing countt;y fike Korea, boats are purchased through outside financ- / 

” ing as there are very few fishermen who can afford ‘to buy an expensive boat outright, or 
even pay for a substantial”amount of equity. More often, the financing terms will dictate 

.- what material is to beused and wherxsuch material should come from. In. general, financiers 
do not like to take risks on an briproven material, even if it iqeconomical. As a result there ‘- 

’ . are many more -wooden boats being.built in Korea today, mostly fin%nced with foreign loans, 
‘despite the replaceability and sup-eriority of fer,rocement. 
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Figure Dl: 7.5 G/T Fishing vessel rqade it KIST and launched in 1969 
<-’ 
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Figure 02: 25 G/T Fishing vessel launched in 1969 
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Figure D3: 600 DWT oil barge launched in 1974 
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FERROCEMENT- ROOFING RESEARCH IN THE PHILIPPINES 
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lily. 

P.B. Mejia and R.T. Tolosa 

A prototype 3-bedroom residence with carport, whose shell- is ma.inIy made of ferroce- 
ment,was built in lli,gan City, an industrial center in Southern Mindanao, Philippines. The 
ferrocement shell consists of a roofing system complemented by exterior wall panels. The 

r> 

shell normally accounts for the major cost of any dwelling structure. Although executed in 
. . ferrocement, the shell turned out to be comparatively cheaper than a similar dwelling using d , 

I 
the conventional gauge 26 corrugated GI sheet or asbestos roofing,supported by wooden 
framing comp,lete with ceiling/eaves and enclosed by an exterior 6” hollow block wall. 

What ma,de the use of lferrocement more economical than that of the conventional 
Z materials was the application of the following: , 

1. techniques of modular coordination‘:@th ,the use of, standardized building com- 
’ ponents to allow mass fabrication and easier/fakter construction methods; 

2. design of a structural’ configuration which yields a stiff roofing system and framed 
thin-shell section of exterior wall panels, yet’is functional in shape and pleasing, although 

, the roof is revolutionary in appearance; . 
3. formulation of a mortar mixture that is impermeable wi’thout the use of expensive 

additives but still adopts proper curing methods. . 

The basic. modular assembly is that of a symmetrical monopode which will be intro- . 
duced in the commercial market as the HYPAROOF MODULAR ASSEMBLY: Many differ- 

. ent floor plans for dwellings, shops, sheds, etc., can be made by merely arranging and joining 
together these modular monopods. Flexibility in floor planning’ wjth future provision for 
progressive extension, permits individuality in the appearance of structures, even if adopted 

/ 
for low-cost housing, without losing the advantages of modular coordination in fabrication 
and construction. 

Notes on the construction - 

. ’ Figure El shows the modular assembly as monopod erected at the experiment site. ’ ’ 
In the foreground note one of the many experim-ental test modules previously cast. For this 
modular assembly, the roof module and precast column were cast-in-shop. Slight cr&ks 
formed in the roof modules w,hen .they were lifted in place without the benefit of heavy 
equipment. These were easily patched with mortar. The sample monopod’ is used to catch 
rain water with the downspouts plugged. There is &leak,attesting to the impermeability of 
the roof module despi& the fact that no additive was used. The roof module can be mass 
produced in a plant under better quality control conditions and more sophisticated curing 
methods, and then installed in-the site with heavy lifts. 

A number of monopods, erected but not yet joined together, are shuwn in Figure E2. 
I After all the. pre-cast columns have been erected and joined to the in’situ footing, the 

I” 



; collapsible roof module form supported by movable scaffolding is installed in a one column 
unit. The pre-assembled steel and wire mesh reinforcements are properly positioned on the 
aligned module form, and then the derrocement roof is cast in ‘place. After. 24 hours, the . 
collapsible roof module form is dismantled, moved and reassembled on the next adjacent 
column unit. The monopod is shored and secured to adjacent monopods with wood clips. 
.The clearances between monopods eventually become sealed ferrocement joints through 
which electrical conduits pass. 

Figure E3 shows the lek-side elevation of the prototype house. All the roof modules 
vvere cast in place with a collapsible form supported by movable scaffofds. This is a labor-in- 
tensive undertaking. Note the ferrocement panel wall when plaster-finished in Figure. E4. 
The wooden lattice-work between the panel wall and roof module is a standard component, 
but the design can be varied to suit the owner’s or the planner’s taste. It can also beamade 
of frerrocemen rilles. S 

~~~~ _ -- 

_~~ .~ h 
’ ‘. 

Technical details 
. . . a&’ 

The monopod modular assembly consists of tivo major building components: a cast 
,,roof module and a supporting precast reinforced concrete column which is erected or&n in- 
‘situ concrete footing. 

I 

cc’- The cast hyperoof module 

L 
The thin-shell roof module consists of four hyperbolic paraboloidal quadrants by con- 

\ figuration which has-a centrally disposed hole and bounded by stiffening-ribs to provide an 
over-all rigidity along its sides. The inside shell of the roof module is provided with reinforc- 
ing members -consisting of steel bars and wire mesh pre-arranged in position to define the 

L a’ four’hyperbolic paraboloid quadrants. The reinforcement terminals are made to protrude, 
so as-to join with other modulesbhen installed as a roofing system for a desired floor 1. 

. . /-.--gar?. 

* _‘. 

%-- 4ds&qw’. .I 
‘...’ 

Pre-bati reinforced concrete column , 
* ‘-Y@ , 

’ “‘j 

\ 

The nominal-s@ of -the columns is 0.20 by 0:20 meters, with a hollow core of Cl.375 t 
meter in diameter to a-ct as doyvnsput since&he roof shell drains rain water from its edges 1 
and centrally down the hollow coiumn. The column is reinforced by one-half inch round ’ 
steel bars; with one-fourth inch round internal ties spaced at 0.20 meter on centers having 
protruding pipes at both hallo ends which %ct as-connecting dowels to connect either to 

8 the insitu footing or to the roo module. . A 
. ‘. 

Pre-cast wall/fencing panels ’ 
- .I . I 

11 ’ Y 
g T 

: ’ 
The lightWeight pre-cast panel mea&res 0.825 by 2.10 meters.. Its overall thickness is 

0.025 meter, and it is bound on its per&hey with stiffening ribs whose section is 0.05 by 
_, 0.10 meters. It is reinforced with one-fourth in&*:&eel bars and G.I. wires, adequately *. 

1 spaced and made to protrude for joining provi$ibn wi%$adjacent”pankls. The casting forms ’ 
are made such that during manufacture open spaces for windows can be obtained or their 
overall dimensions can be altered, if used for’perimeter fencing panels of the lot or septic 
vault sidings. 
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Construction notes 

The mix pronertion of the mortar used in the module is 1:2 parts,of cement to sand, 
From 0.4 L- 0.6 parts of water is added. to get a workable mix. It takes about 1 cu.ft. of’ 
cem&? to cast one roof module, . 

The roof surfage of the module is covered by sack and continuously cured for seven 
day. Then the column drain hole is plugged to allow ponding of water for some time, 10 . 
test for possibl’e leaks. 
. -The reinforcement assembly of the roof module is shop-fabricated and installed in 
place on the forms at site, The main steel are welded to each other and the galvanized wires 
are meshed by hand in a weaving loom-like. space pattern, conforming with the configura- 
ti’on of the finished roof module. 

.I a 

With a single roof-‘module form moving from one erected column to another, five roof 
moiGti% can be cast tn six working days by a crew of eight rrten’inetuding a foreman, ” :, _ A- 

* ‘. -.- _I, 

‘ 

u. 
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Figure El :. Typical roof module . . . 

Figure E2: A number of monopods ready to be joined 
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. 
Figure E3: Elevation of prototype ferrocement house 

Figure E4: Elevation showing plastered walls 
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APPENDIX F 

FERROCEMENT BOAT BUILDING IN FIJI 9. 

,: ~, 

i. . 
by 

i , A. Sannergren 

In.most of the countries’ in the South Pacific, there is widespread unemp1oymen.t and 
there are many hands that cou-ld’be made useful if one could find something to keep them 
busy-and - equally important - give-them hope and pride in their work. This was one of 
the aims in building fkrrocement boats in.Fiji. 

Most of the small island groups are far out from the main islands and it was important 
to find means for the people - not only the fishermen who could only afford to have small 
punts - to have boats which they could use outside the reefs and in which they could also 

, transport their products tp the m’ainland and/or the marketing centres. The Ministry of A 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry had used the old village organization - the matangali - 
to organize co-operatives which worked well together. 

After discussions with the different persons involved, it was decided that, under exist- 
ing circumstances, ferrocement‘wouIdr$e the best material for the boats. Although timber is 
abundant in Fiji and the other isl’and groups, to build wooden boats which could be used in 
rough conditions and outsi’de the reefs, experienced boatbuilders were needed; moreover, 
timber is not rot or-worm proof and requires considerable maintenance. 

There was not much information available about ferrocement at the end of 1969 and 
the beginning of 1970, but there w,as some experience gained from building two tugs in Fiji 
with the advice of Mr. Morley Sutherland. The tugs are.at present in good working con- a. 
dition. - 

, . 

Mr. Sutherland. kindly provided the basic information about the material and methods 
of building a ferrocement’boat. Tests on available materials were condudied, especially of 
the sand, and the,design of the boat followed. b 

It was decided to build the boat in the simplest possible way by using bent pipe?frames 
and existing materials such as chicken mesh and mild reinfbrcing steel. The cement and 
sand were of good quality. * I . 

ing 
.% The firsf boat. was built at the Derrick Technical Institute as training for the boatbuild- 
apprentices and in coo#eration with the cement and plastering experts at the same I nsti- 

tute. They were given the dratiings,and assistance was provided in the purchasing of the 
materials. r 

Patterns for the frames were made so that the men c0ul.d bend them with simple tools, 
and welding was avoided as much as possible. Simple methods of erecting the frames were 
introduced, Detailed procedures for placing the reinforcing rods and wire mesh were pro- 
vided.. Tieing the mesh and rods together and plastering were done with commonly used 
tools. e ! 

* 
1 The boat was built upside down (Figure Fl), a,nd plastering was done in one operation 

p from the outside, with f iring of the inside; the plastering was corn leted in one day. The 
boat was subtiquently 4 1”1 red for; 28 days before being rolledlover ( B igure F2). Slump tests 
were conducted and test cubes were made. 

- 

, 

. 

The good results obtained with this boat encouraged the Fisheries Department to build 
a series of five boats, of length 30 feet and beam 12 feet. Since the-fishing cooperatives had 
very little money, it &as (decided to build them as cheaply as possible. It was arranged that 



_. Jr. . 
“- ,-.- 

., 

the men from the villages should live on the boat building site, supply their own food and . 

build their own boat. . 
.+ 
. * During the construction of the first boat a?Derrick Technical Institute, men were - * 

, 

‘, 

&9 ,? 

, 

trained in & ,more complicated work, such as installing the engine and fitting out the 
boats. All’ handw,orks were made by the fishermen,and during the construction they gained ~ 
experience which cai’ be used in the future both for the repair and maintenance of their 
own bo.at and for the cgnstruction of othe.r boats. . 

It was impressive to see the reaction of the villagers when the boat w$ launched and’ I 
the celebrations that followed when they came back to the village. 

Other boats were later built,using different types of framingland they too proved to be 
good and efficient boats for the fishermer?. During a bad hurricane the boats really proved 
themselves and d:mons-trated how simple it is to repair them. 

I Two boats were blown over the reefs, up on th.e beach and in among the coconut palms. 
One had o,ly some scratches and could be refloated almost immediately. The other unfort- 
unately struck a large coral block and one side was crushed with a holeFabout six feet by 
two feet, The crughed-cemen 
and some new’wiremi%;h.a 

mortar was removed, the w-ire mesh was straightened up 
nforcing rods were applied. Concreting followed with the 

use of simple tools availabl evillage. Within aboutthree weeks the boat was refloated. 
If it had been a wooden bo ould have been a complete wreck. 

It is of interest to note the growing popularity of ferrocement in Fiji. In the Govern- 
ment Shipyard in Fiji, ferrocement was used for surfacing floors and walls in refrigerated 
holds and for building pontoons for lighthouse foundations. In order to train technical staff, 
designs and cost estimates for ferrocement boats ‘of different Gzes were made, and i;t is 
hoped more ferrocement boats will be built soon. ,,_ 

Y ” ‘, 
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’ Figure Fl: 
Vi\\aqers in Fiji plastering their VillWe Doal 
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APPE,NDIX G 

- RICE BlN FOR RURAL FARMERS* 

t- 0; Phromratanapongse 

It is estimated that the loss of rice paddy due to insects;-bi+&ngus attack and 
spillage is as high as2.0%. In Thailand where the annual production of the rice+-ropis Z2milJion--. _ 

, tons, this loss amounts to.2.4 million tons,valued at U.S.Sl20,miIIion at-the current market 
price. The 

A‘e 
sian Institute of Technology and the Applied Scientific Research Corporation 

of Thailand h ve developed a ferrocement rice bin with’a capacity of 3 tons,and in 1970 the 
cost of the binhas U.SiSl20. The major cost component of‘this ferrocement bin is that 
of the reinforcement. It was felt that if the reinforcement could be reduced or completely , 
eliminated it would be possible to design low-cost rice bins which would be within the eco- 
nomic reach of the farmers. 

Consthction Details a 
D 

. . 

A trial rice bin made of ‘unreinforced ceme.nt mortar was built in Bangkak using paddy 
husk as the internal mold. The bin can store 2.8 cu.m. of rice paddy. It is co;ical in shape 
with a circular base-pl_ate,as shown in Figure Gl. The diameter of the cone at the base is 2.8 
m. and the height is 1~‘4-mn, The wall of the bin i?Q cm,. whereas the base is 5 cm. thick. 
These dimensions were chosen su.ch that a man could reach the top of the bin without hav- 
ing to step on the paddy husk heap‘d-urjng construction. A bigger bin can be built by simply 
increasing the diameter of the base. ‘*. 

The construction’started by building an embankment of compacted earth about 60 cm. 
above the ground., This height is dictated by Ioca~factors such as ground water level, maxi- 
m,um flood elevation and method of loadtng and unloading..rice paddy. A layer of coarse 
sand 10 cm. above the embankment is added to stop capillary hater. The unreinforced base 
plate is cast using cement mot-tag and a ring beam isprovided along the circumference of the 
base,as shown in, Figure G2. In the trial bin, the cement-sand proportion was 1:2 by weight 
and the water-cement ratio was. 0.40. The base plate and ring beam were cured by keeping 
water in the base for 3 days. After thei,,curing period, a pile of paddy husk was placed-on 
the base and a.conical mold was formed by wetting andtamping the husk intq shape. In the ~ 
absence of -paddy h0sk, sawdust or sand can be used as mold. The mold is sprayed with . 
water just before plastering. The mortar us$ for the wall was of the samemix proportion 
as used in tht base. The plastering of the wall IS done in two‘layers, each layer being approxi- 
mately 1 cm.‘thick. The plastering operation started from the base to the top. The thick*ness 
of’the wall is measured by piercing the wet v\jafl with a small pi&e of wire. . 

e /I After plastering -and before t,he mortar sets initially,, the top of the bin is cut about 15 - : 
cm. from the top. The upper lid is-used ,as govefof the bin. A”rectangular opening is also 
made near the base for unloading t&rice. paddy. A&ectangul& slab is specially cut to be 
used as the door for this opening. The’bin is cured as in ordinary plastering work, and sub- - 
sequently the paddy husk is removed. ln”l973, the cost of t$is bin was U.S.$lO. 

. . 0 
-’ This bin described in this Appendix has no’ reinforcing mesh and’is r&t strictly ferrocement. Nevertheless * 
it is an extension of ferrocement technol&&&d is included here because of its importance and because it 
was first reported at the Workshop. . ‘:‘.. I 
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Field Tests 

The bi.n-was loaded with rice paddy on June 26, 1974 to a, height-of 1+07 cm.’ above ‘the 
base plate. >he lids of all openings were sealed with cement mortar, The test results ob- . 
tained are as follows: . . 

i (a) Temperature 
The temperatures inside the bin were recorded at three different levels, i.e., on 

-top of the paddy, at 47 cm. and 17 cm,. above the base plate. In general the readings ob- 3 
tained at the two lower levels were fairly constant at 30°C. At the top, the temperature 

” varied from about 22’C in the early morningto 27°C at mid-day. Gutside the bin the maxi-, 
mum temperature recorded was about 32°C at mid-day. . 0 

-. 
(b) Moisture Content 

-----sub. ___ l_ll The-mc&u!ust~t of thye grain was meaiure at the time of loading and was 
* ‘\\’ 12.1$1%, After three months of =ng, the av3rage 

d 

oi ure content.was found to be only 
.marginally higher at 12.66%. This showed that the i was water tight and is capable of 
maintaining th,e,,mowr.e content of the rice paddy. 

(c) Carbon~&‘oxide and”Oxygen Content 
The carbon dioxide content increased from 0 at the time of loading to 3.7%, l& ’ 

and 11.70% after 1 month, 2 months and 3 months respectively. The oxygen content 
decreased from 20.4% at the time of loading to less than 10% after 1 month. 

(d). Germination 
The germination decreased rapidly and this was probably due to the fact thatthe 

rice paddy was stored some 6 months after harvesting. 

(e) Insect Attack and Others. 
1 After 2 months, no insect or rodent attacks were observed. In fact insects frapp’ed 

inside duri’ng storage were found dead. 

(f) Starch Quality 
There vyas no significant change in the millability, chemical-and pfiysical proper&<’ 

of the starch due to storage. 

In conclusion,, the bin desc/ibed here requires a’very low level of technology to build 
and it could be easily,adapted by farmers. It is low in cost and is well within the means of 
farmers. The field tests showed that the bin provides adequate grain protection against’ ’ 
insects and other environmental hazards. 

‘i: ._ .._ r _’ 
I\ .-.. :’ . ‘. 
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Figure Gl: Completed cement mortar bin 
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APPENDIX H 

FERROCEiMENT BOAT CONSTRUCTION 

AT THE ROYAL THAI NAVY SHIPYARD 

~~~~- _-.-.-- 
T. Makarananda,S. Sarakashetrin and V. Chomchuenchit 

i 
The Royal Thai Navy shipyard has been constructing prototype ferrocement boats to 

acquire the necessary technical experience for the benefit ‘of both government and public 
sectors. The idea of building ferrocement boats arose from the fact that the usual materials 
for hull construction, i.e. wood, steel, and fiberglass,have become more expensive. Ferroce- 
ment is made from locally produced materials which can be easily found in Thailand. The 

--., construction method is simple and the skills required can be learned easily. 
In addition to the experimental work on ferrocement boats, some work on the con- 

struction of ferrocement floating docks and pontoons is also being carried out. Figures Hl 
and H2 respectively show the, experimental catamaran and pontoon built at the Royal Thai 
Navy Shipyard. 

--The construction methods used in building ferrocement boats can be classified into 
three different categories: I 

(a) Open pipe frame method 

(b) Cedar mold or the inverted wooden mold method 

(c) ‘Open mold method 

The Royal Thai Navy Shipyard has experimented with the construction of small boats, 7 
so the Cedar mold method was selected. This method is slow, because the wooden mold 

4 

has to be stripped out after curing the exterior plastering, and then plastering of the interior 
follows. However it is also simple and can be achieved with unskilled labor. After gaining 
‘more experience, other construction methods were tried. * 1 

At present, in designing ferrocement boats, there is no classification which specifies 
what method shouldPbe used in the design of scantlings. Therefore, in the planning and ’ 
design of the experimental ferrocement boats, knowledge and techniques gained from con- 
struction of other types of boat were employed. 

The materials needed in ferrocement construction,such as Portland cement, river sand, 
wire mesh and.reinforcing rods,are all available locally. In our experience, a cement-sand 
proportion of 1 ::1.25 by weight and a water-cement ratio of 0.40 seems to be an adequate 
mix proportion. No admixture is used in the mix. 

The first experimental boat built was a substitute for a local boat, called a sampan, and 
had the following dimensions: 

Length 4.80 m. 

Beam 0.82 m. 

Depth 0.38 m. 

Hull thickness 5/8 in. 

Weight 200 Kg. 
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. 
The boat was tested after the interior decoration was added. It was found to have a . 

good buoyancy, and the maneouverability is as good as that of a similar wooden boat. The 
sampan has a carrying capacity of 200 kg. Buoyant sections were later added to the forward 
bulkhead and transom to prevent the boat from sinking. i 

The second experimental boat was a small passenger boat with twin bodies resembling 
a catamaran. It is powered by two outboard engines, The dimensions are as follows: 

Length 11.50 m. 

Beam 1.20 m.’ 

Beam (twin) 4.00 mL _~~---~~ 
Depth 0.80 m. 

g i 
Hull thickness 3/4-l in. 

1 

Weight (one boat) 2wO*-mKg. *- 
96 

With two outboard engines the boat has achieved 7.5 knots in test runs. This is quite 
slow. Similarly, buoyant sections were ad’ded to both fprward bulkhead and transom to pre-, 
vent the boat from sinking. ,-A 

It is worthwhile discussing some interesting- points encountered in the construction of 
these experimental boats. 

Plastering: The mortar was pushed from one side but it did not penetrate through the 
mesh and the whole area. Chemical admixture was added to ,ease the plastering work. It 
was observed that the boat could not easily be constructed by the local people. 

Curing: The mortar was cured by continually spraying it with wate! and-this delays the ’ 
next stage of construction. It causes unsightly rust at the tips of steel ties which protrude 
from the plaster. Since the hull was not continually wet shrinkage cracks appeared on the 
surface. 

Hull cracks: Hair line cracks were observed on the hull. These-may-be due-to the _ 
knocking of the mold frame or impropercuring. They are very small, howevey and after the 
application of epoxy paint no leakage was detected. 

-- 
~- -- I . 

.- Repair: The boats are easy to repair and damage is rare if proper precautions are 
observed. 

CoslzThe experimental ferrocement boats were cheaper than wooden boats of compar- 
able size. 

. The main problem associated with ferrocement boats is the weight, which reduces the 
speed of the boat. If somehow the weight can be reduced ferrocement can be made com- 
petitive with other materials. Lately, the Royal Thai Navy has been experimenting with the 
construction of a floating ferrocement doc.k, to enable our-technicians to gain more ex- 
pEYief%ei 

-%F 
P cement construction. *._-- 

+. a 

I 
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Figure Hl : Experimental ferrocement catamaran 

Figure H2: Ferrocement pontoon 
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APPENDIX I 

FERROCEMENT HOUSING IN PAPUA-NEVVGUINEA --~ ~-~-- ------- 

by i - --~-- IT ^ 
H.M. Moar i ‘. 

i 
Introduction 

A system of precast ferrocement housing was developed to meet a demand in Papua 
New Guinea for earthquake and storm resistant low cost housing, a demand which was 
created by a shortage of local treated timber and the unsuitability of corrugated iron roofing 
and asbestos cement sheet cladding. -This unsuitabilitf was highlighted by the Darwin cy- 
clone disaster, which led to asbestos’cement sh‘eeting being declared unsuitable by the Papua 
New Guinea government for future Housing Commission houses.- ’ 

r 
. . 

General Description 

The iouses were ‘assembled from panels which were approximate&&‘metres wide by 
2.4 metres high. Roof .elements were.6 metres by 3 m&&s and w&$e the heaviest element in 
the system, weighing 680 kilograms; i ‘6 _ 

thick 
Windows and door frames were cast in at the factory. Gener_&:$he paneIs“were 13 mm 

and were made from one layer of Watson mesh import&f~m New Zealand. The 
average sized house, consisting of -two bedrooms, a living room, & Jean-to kitcheh and a 
detached shower/toilet unit, costs approx,iimately USS4~000 when fin&reed in place. * 

A&,; 
‘+& 
c.r”,uy; 

Method of Manufacture 
.,j \&” ?+< ._ J 

The Papua New Guinea partner in the joint venture operated’s large pre-casting and 
concrete manufacturing~ yard and so the. Operation was designed l&t suit these exrsting 
facilities. ‘The panels were the&ore pre-cast to allow for controliled r$nufacture in volume, 
but they were limited in size and weight ‘to allow for easy transportation and erection using 
simple equipment. The pre-casting was done jn an open yar&aver concrete moulds and 
using hand operated gantries for stripping and stacking. l$@&taI cost of setting up the 

and the cranage was approximately USS40,OOO for a @%‘%esigned to produce three 
er.week using standard water curing techniques. 

,#4.* I 

is method has proved to be relatively low in establishment cost, can be operated 
latively untrained labour and can yetproduce a very acceptable standard of finished 

Buildings of similar reinforcing content and style have been built in Flew Zealand using 
‘insitu methods and also by casting off-site a complete room unit consisting of floor, walls 
and roof. All three methods appear to be viable and it would depend on volumeand avail- 
able equipment as to which proved the most suitable in any one situation. 

1 ___.“... _.-..-..I_ 

,’ ..’ 
/ 

s;si ._ 
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Advantages e 
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------’ Although the 13mm thick plastered roof or walls do not possess any insulative qualities 
in themselves, they effectively reflect radiated heat and maintain an atmosphere inside the 
houses equivalent to the outside shade. temperature of the area. The walls are clean and 

-; .smooth inside and therefore easy to keep clean. The houses are relatively indestructable and 

___- highly resistant-to storm damage. The material is_durable,with a life span of iny high quality -~ - -~~ ~. 
concrete product. 

_- 
In Papua New Guinea the houses have proved competitive in cost wrth 

the more usual temporary low cost housing. 
The~sy.sternutilises local labour and low cost materials. For a factory operation it is 

feasible to purchase a mesh machine to manufacture mesh on site. 
r 

Summary 

& 3 Ferroceme.nt...housing..systems..shouId be designed for local preferences. with regard to . . ..____....~ 

’ design and-layout, and the methodof construction should Lake into account available labour 
. skills, equipment and market requirements. Although ferrocement housing systems can be . 

d.esigned to be fullfco>mpetitive with low cost housing, they sPould not be limlted in con- 
cept to this, as they have built-in an inherent high quality and can be therefore adapted to 
meet any housing standard required. 
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FERROCEMENT cONSi\kUCTlON IN BA+LADE.SH* 
i \ 
\ 
1. 

by 

G.W.~Bigg \ ‘./ - . . . . - _ ) 
4’ 

INTRODUCTION ” ,’ 

;’ 

s--k ,. . . . I 

The Canadian Hunger Foundation initiated a project in July, 1972, who& aim was;“‘to 
ascertain the acceptability of ferrocement country boats through the transfer of an appro- 
priate ferrocement boat building technology to the people of Bangladesh with a view to 

/ 
(,! / 

i / 

facilitating the establishment of a ferrocement industry!,in Bangladesh”. On the basis of an 
initial feasibility study (1) a pilot project was initiated with the Bangladesh Jatiya Matshyjibi 
Sama -aya Samity (National’FisherGn’s Co-operative Society) herein referred to as BJMSS. 

b 
The objectives were to develop a small boatyard facility for ferrocement*construction, train 

. workmen to build a number of ferrocement vessels of local design under the supervision’of 
the writer and to ascertain the technical, sociological and economical acceptability of the ! 
material for Bangladesh. I 5. .‘? ‘ 

- 

Project Outline , - f 

/ . 

- 

- The project, was executed in four phases from early 1972 until A.ugust,..3.97,fi;-.Phase I 
(Feb.. - Aug,; 1972) identified the basic form and scope of the ensuing project’as a result of 
a project feasibility study (1). Phase I I (Aug., 1972 - J&e, 1973) was the project develdp- 
ment p.hase. In collaboration with BJMSS, two indigenous designs were identified and con- 
vet-ted for construction in ferrocement. A pilot facilitity design was established and$SJMSS 
undertook the responsibifity ,of construction of the facility to be ready by the first of June, 
1973. 

\ ’ 

Also, during this phase of the project, the necessary government approvals were?:, 
obtained for the funding and administration of the project. ,? 

Phase II I was initiated in June, 1973, and ran until Jut@, 1974. The facility was com- 
pleted by September, 3973, and the keel ,of the first boat laid in October, after a preliminary 

. . I / period for material procurement, hiring, and initial training projects. The building of proto- 
types and the training of personnel continued under the direct management and financial 
control of the project until June, 1974. In June, 1974, all of the assets of the boatyard, in- 
cluding tools, stocks of materials, finished and unfinished boats, were formally turned over 
to BJMSS who then assumed complete financial and managerial control over the boatyard 
and its personnel. One of the conditions of the turnover was that BJMSS was to provide a 
full-time boatyard manager to oversee the progress of the facility and to be responsible to 
BJMSS for the management of the yard and its personnel. Progress up to the end of Phase ~~~~~ 
I I I is given in Reference (1). 

Phase IV was initiated in June, 1974, to run until Augujst, 1975, to provide‘suitable 
time for transition from a foreign-controlled project to a locally-controtted project. BJMSS 
assumed complete control; however, the writer was, available for substantial periods during . 

*Taken from the report “Ferrocemen t Bba ts for Bangladesh: Appraisal for the Future” submitted by 
Ferrocem International Co., L td. to the Canadian Hunger Foundation. 4 .~ ‘I ,/I- 

- 
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the year in ‘the capacity of advisor to the boatyard. In addition, two new designs were con- 
verted to ferrocem.ent,.;additi”onal workmen were trained and the -technical foreman was 
giver? trainrng in elementary boat design and lofting. The project also assisted BJMSS in the 
procurement of cement and some tools whtich required foreign exchange. 

.L 1 . / I ; 

’ 

ous designs were chosen by BJMSS for conversion to ferrocement con- 
areat least 100 different boat designs to chose from in Bangladesh and 

conversion to%rrocement. As’BJMSS were concerned with the fish- 
chosen were primarily used for fishing or fish carrying. 

t _ ’ 

IA . / 
/ Balam’ 

of ;he Balam Design are given in Table Jl This was the first 
boatyard and the first vessel to see service in the Bay of Bengal. 

is actually a class of mechanized boats which vary from 
poorly-made uncomfortable boats. Formal design 

boats are practicalIy*non-existant. The vessel 
and was considered 

It became apparent,‘howe 
to ferrocement), that 

desirable to change the design after an initial series of boats were built. The vesse\s were 
satisfactory, but substantial improvement could be made. As part of Phase IV, an extensive 
re-design of the Balam- was initiated by thztechnical manager, as part of his training,‘under 
the guidance pf the project advisor. The prototype of the new Balam, is currently nder 
construction. . 

Cox’s Bazar Boat ’ I$ 
1, ’ 

The wooden version of the Cox’s Bazar boat has evolved in several I identifiable st ges 
from a dugout with stitched topsides to a relatively modern mechanized fishing boat w ich 
is engaged in fishing the Bay of Bengal primarily from the Cox’s Bazar area. The Balam 
larger, modified, fully decked variation of this boat, \ 

s a 
Most development schemes for he 

Bangladesh fishing sector’ suggeSt, that this vessel be built in large numbers. The essential 
specifications are found in Bible Jl. It is anticipated th.a: this yessel will be a popular 
design in ferrocement. 

c 

’ Chandi 
I 

The Chandi is used in the rivers and estuaries of Bangladesh as a non-mechanized fish- 
ing boat and general purpose country boat, It is probably the most numerous type in the I 
country and the-fleet was extensively damaged during the major cyclone of 1970. Recons- 
s@uction schemes by several Bengali agencieshave been proposed for the rehabilitation of 
the Chandi fishery. However, most have been hampered by the unavailability of suitable 
timber and the rapidly rising costs. 

’ I 

c 

I . 

B 
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The wooden chandi is an undecked open boat. There was some evidence to suggest 
that an empty chandi would float if swamped. It was, therefore, decided that the ferroce 
ment design woutdbepartiattydecked with watertight bulkheads so that it was also buoyant 
if the center compartment flooded while carrying a 5-ton payloadid: 

The design chosen for protoype construction is given in Table Jl. It was found that 
the addition of ferrocement watertight compartments and the framed construction method 
made, this design too costly.in manhours and mater,@ls, and it would require an extensive 
redes‘ign before it would be commercially viab!e in Bangladesh. 

I 

jele Noaki , ’ 
4 

1 

The Jele Noiki is a non-m.echanized river countrv boat used for fishing and general w-r- 
pose in the smaller rivers-of Bangladesh. This design was the smallest attempted .in ferrode- 
ment and it incorporated novel building techniques. The basic design features are given in 
Table J 1‘: 

e .Grain Storage Silo F&F 

As part of Phase I I I, a 1 O-ton capacity grain storage silo was designed and built in ferro- 
cement with an experimental bamboo core to replace the steel reinforcing steel. A complete 
discussion of this silo is given in reference (4) and will not be repeated here. 

Water Tank 

A ferrocement water tank was designed and fabricated during,Phase IV. The tank had 
a capacity of 400 gallons. This tank could also be adopted for useas a small grain storage 
silo and would have a capacity of approximately two tons. Water tanks of this”capacity ar&*- 
common in Bangladesh and they are used for residential and business rooftop storage. Th% 
tank is usually.fabridatdd of 18 ga. ga’hranized sheet in Bangladesh, a material of high cost 
and limited durability. Tt was noted that the steel tank installed in the boatyard.had started 
to leak after 1% years of use. : i ’ . 
: “ 

Materials and Processes 
m 

. _ 

i 

.,. ‘,“‘I 

Within limits, ferrocement is an adaptive material both in the constitutive materials 
that make up the laminate (mot-tat plus reinforcement)and in the method of fabrication. In 
the pilot project, a variety of alter$-ratives were tried, ,some based upon the requirements of 
the local situation in Bangladesh, some upon the experience of the boatyard during the 
course of the project and some for training purposes to provide the technical perspnnel with . . 
alternatives. 

., 
,,,y-- ~- 

Mortar -’ i 
-. 

The Ultimate success of ferrocement depends largely one the qutlity and’ placement of 
the mortar. The reader can appreciate that the ingredients for good ferrocement mortar are 
essentially of the same standard as for marine grade concrete (with the absence of large 
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aggregate) and must be manufactured and placed with similar stringent controls. This dis-, 
cussion will be concerned with such practices or deviations as applied to the conditions in 
Bangladesh. 

Mix design in the country was governed by the following constraints: 

I i) Cement: As discussed previously, (1) cement in Bangladesh, now and for the fore- 
seeable future will be a problem, Locally produced cement represents about’lO% 
of the country’s needs and is of inferior quality. Cement does not keep for Ion 

i 

f 

b 
in the3ot humid monsoon season so a steady external supply would be necessar 
for long-term production of ferrocement .products. Local supplies of original1 
acceptable cement are not reliable both for quantities available and. quality at the 
time of sale (age and alteration). 3 

For the pilot project, as tbe”cement aged (started to cake) the larger lumps were 
screened out and the sand:cement ratio wasdecreased from 2: 1 to 1.5: 1 by weight 
until the cement was rejected as unsuitable (by cube test,when available). Aged 
cement was used on the pilot project as”it was recognized that this would certain- 
ly be tried at a later stage by the BJMSS-managed yard.’ 

ii) 

i i i.) 

i-d) 

Sand : Good q‘u$rlity mortar sand is available in Bangladesh but expensive. The 
major supply comes from riv&s in Sylhet. Acceptable sand can be found near 
Chittagong at a much cheaper rate but it does not have a good grading curve (even 
when mixed with other sands) and produces a harsh mix. 

Additives: Normally ferrocement mortar is prepared with pozzolanic additives to 
improve impermeability. and workability and a water-reducing ‘agent to improve 
worka’bility at the low water:cement ratios used, Such additives were not avail- 
able during the course of the pilot project in Bangladesh and it was felt that they 
were in the category of a convenience rather than a necessity for the pilot project. 
It would, however, be desirable to establish either a local supply or import these 0 

items for a lal;ge scale project. e 

Wlortar Appi’etion: The mortar used in ferrocement marine applications is very a 
stiff and in general requires vibration ,for placement and proper consolidation. A 
two stage-plastering technique was required in Bangladesh for a variety of reasons. 
First, theestamlna of the average workman was low and the plastering job had to ” 
be broken up into smaller units.’ Second, the unplastered reinforcement is not a 
good foundation to vibrate mortar through. Consequently, the first layer of mor- 
tar was pushed through the mesh as far as was reasonable (usually better than 
halfway). The remainder was back plastered after several days of curing and 
placed with vibeation. 

It was found that the most suitable vibration was provided by heavy duty orbital 
sanders suitably modified. The harsh environment was hard on the sander bearings and they 
would only last for one or two boats before requiring repair or replacement. Although a 
low-cost item in proportion to the cost of a boat, the replacement of such vibrators (not 
available in Bangladesh) is a problem for the continued operation of the pilot boatyard. A 
larger-scale project could make use of reliable, alternative methods of providing thevibration. 

I/ 

‘\ 



I Mesh 
. 

9 ,ji= 
‘Mesh is available in a variety of sizes andtypes in Bangladeshand itsmanufacture is both 

,: 

a cottage and factory industry. It is the single most costly component of a ferrocement boat “: 
/ and the price of the mesh, naturally,. greatly influences the competitivenessof the material-,lt 

” is economically at&active for Bangladesh that approximately three quarters of the ni8rket 
f 

’ ’ 
price is a result of secondary manufacturing within the country. Although mesh”was a;/?ailabIe ,: . 
during the pilot project, it can be expected,that there could be shortages from time to time. 
It is also expected that with a stable large scale market, the price can be exGe&& t,o fall. >r 

r i.* t ’ 

Reinforcement Steel 
-- 

At the start of the project, an order was placed with a local manufacturer for’8 tons of 
no. 4 harddrawn steel rod, as thiswas the most suitable reinforcement available in Bangladesh - 
in July, 1973. This quantity was sufficient for the project through August, 1975. The * 
BJMSS manager has not been able to repeat the order, so the boatyard may be required to 
substitute M.S. rod in the future. Three-eights diameter MS. rod was used as the primary 
reinforcement for frames and stringers and appears to be in good supply. 

‘* 
Rod material in Bangladesh comes in tight ro!ls”or twenty-foot lengths bent double. “,.‘,i - 

Considerable ,manhours were expended straightening .the rods to provide a fair lay-up for,ucl 
frames and/o+ on the hull. This was an acceptable inefficiency&for the pilot project; ho,w- 
ever, the quality of the straightening was not high and in a commercial production, it wpuld, 

.(* 
2 

,, i” 
’ 0 

be highly desirable to have a mechanical steel straightener. 

Wood i . . ” 

Ferrocement boats can require wood for superstructure,‘colIision protection, engine‘ 
beds, in ,some cases decks and, as in the case ‘of the Jele Noaki, hull filler material. It is a 
scarce, hrgh-priced, low quality material in Bangladesh and wood f& boat building must 
compete with a large variety of other uses. In most instances, for ferrocement construction, 

* ,.:, 

inferior grades of wood can be utilized and these are usually available. - 9 ), 

:_ 

Construction ,’ ‘; 
. 

Ferrocement is difficult to‘define as a material for it can be made up from-a variety of . 
constitutive materials by many different techniques to achieve essentially the same ‘results. 
It requires experience to build with the material and in order to give the boatyard personnel 
as much experience as posst le in the short time available for the project, several construc- 42 

. . . tion methods were tried. This not only.gave the project an opportunity to experiment with 
the most suitable techniques for Bangladesh, but also gave the boatyard workmen depth of 

’ experience. The value” of this experience was in evidence’during Phase IV when .under local @ 

*2- d 
technical supervision the construction’techniques continued to be upgraded by,local initia: 
tive. g 11’ 0 

” ’ 0 ,a 

: 
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Balam c 

During the pilot project, a Balam hull was built both right”side up and upside down. 
After this experience, the technical manager (Bengali) chose to bu.iM subsequent-boats rig’ht- 
side up as he was more comfortable with that technique. In a larger sca-le facility, with a 
appropriate materials handling equipment, the advantages of upside down construction 
would prevail. P , 

The Balam.‘was consfructed of a nominal one-inch th?ck skin with 2’ frames on 2” 
centres. The frames were fabricated in molds with one mold ‘for each frame station. :The 
fra.m& were webs of 3/8’.’ steel bar covered on both sides wiih two layers of mesh. 

The hull layup consi%ted, in the first boat,. of one laber’of no. 4 hard dra.wn steel bars 
on 2” centres running lo?gitudinally with three layers of ‘/o”x%:,I_x 20 ga. square woven mesh 
on each side of the ?ods. Subsequent to the first vei”sel, the mesh used was two interior 
layers of % x M x 20ga. hexagonal mesh on e?:Fh side of the rods pjus one layer of ‘/4 x.X x 20 
ga. woven mesh on either side of this. 

Aft& the skeletonal steel; including the,frames, floors,‘&iipgers, deckbeams,, keel and 
engine t&is had been erected, faired and welded into a largelys&f-supporting,structure,, the 
inner. layers of mesh were lo&ely applied to t$e frames. The no.4 rods we% then placed and 

. the outer layers of mesh, The assembly of 6 mesh layers and the longitudinal rod layer was 
‘then tied i.nto a’ compact steel r’$at approximately %I” thick with an average of 16 ties per sq. 

&I4 

ft. of surface. With a cover estirhated at l/8”, the finished hull-skin with mortar Leas appro- 
ximateiy’ 1” thick and weighed abou] 12 Ib/sq. ft. The deck of the Balam used the same skin / @ 

layup as the hqll; however;.four inch frames were used for deck beams, A typical Balam is 
shown in F’igure J 1. 

+* . 
/ 

:& ._.- 
-. 

Cox’s .Btiar Boat ’ 
‘.‘. I 

! 

The hull mesh and rod layup for the Co$‘s Bazar boat were the same as for the Balam. 
The,protoype was. built in Phase IV of eRe pilot project. Figure J2 shows the Cox’s Bazar 
Boat before filastering. . 

_( 
.’ . . 

.. 
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ill ,. Chandi 
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\ The Chandi was designed for upsidedown coqstruction wi$., a permanent reusable mold 

., .. ,to mark the sheer and support the frames during’construGtion. The method of construct’ion 
- n. .” .’ ~ ““’ ‘was similar. to thatfor the Balam, in that permanent frame mo@s were built frdm which the 

\ ,’ ‘frames could be reproduced for subsequent boats by relatively anskilled labour. The frarn&i 
“were 2 and 3/q” deep on 2” centres and fabricated of no. 4 HD steel rod. The hull 
.&i&ted df one layer of no. 4 HD rod on 3” centres running longitudinally plus 3 layers 

” t %“ .of ‘/ x %” x 20,ga. hexagonal netting o-n each side of the rods. Figure J3 shows the 
c j _ plastered’hull of the Chandi. %” 1 

j _ ~” <I . 9 - i 
* a &LJ 

.i -*. ~ 
L~‘J&le Noaki Q . t * 

./ -, , 2 s $2~ p I 

- ; >jl ri Pr”om experience gained in the design and construction of the Chandi: it was decided 
that the Jele Noaki (a very small boa’t for ferroceme@) would be unaccepQably*h’eavy and 
expensive to fabricate by techniques used on the bigger’vessels. 

i-* - . 
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.&“-The design of the Jele Noaki Required an unframed vessel as it was built over a perma- c 3 
nent open male mold which was easilyc>removable and reusable as shown in Figure J4. To a%:,..‘L 
increase the stiffness of the hull in the absence of frames and stringers, b core of 3/8” x 3/4” .:;:. 
wooden battens on approximately l/2” centres were substituted for the no. 4 steel rods of ~ 
other designs. Three layers of the hexagonal netting were placed on either side, 

The mesh and battens were applied to the mold and the hull was plastered from the 
outside. The vessel and mold were then turned over, the mold removed and the hull was ’ 
grouted and back plastered from the &side after supports for the thwarts and the mast step 
were installed. -, 

.c’ “: 

Grain Storage Silo 
. 

b / 

The silo was built’in two stagesas-described in reference (4). The base and top were 
fabricated on an 
base and the 

with two stage plaqering. The top was supported .above the 
the cone was tied t&connecting rods, the mesh applied and the 

cone was then internal bamboo cdfewas intended as a support for construc- 
tion.a$ to provide a sp&er to make the mesh more effective?,in bending. The mesh was ex- 
tensrvely tied to the bamboo in order to provide mechanical b&nding. Two layers of l/2” x 
20 ga. hexagonal mesh were-used on both sides of the bambqo, both side and bottom with * 
additional reinforcement at points of high stress, I :. 

0 The techniques evolved in the experiment were used to advantage-in the construction 
of the Jele Noaki in Phase IV. ^ 

G 
.-, * - 

Start-Up Experiments 
‘* P +-- - 

5. it 
.‘I( **. 

As described in the report for Phase I I I (,l)i’there was a three-month’delay before the 
Qfacility was available for boat construction. durjng this aim< two small projects*were ’ 
initiated and completed. Firstly, a mock-up of a#section of the Balam hull was, fabricafed e 
for demonstration purposes and to star-t the training of the unskilled ‘newly-hired workmen. ’ 
The mock-up proved to be invaluable for rationalizing so’me initial design andsonstruction 
decisions, 

Secondly, a rotten abandoned wooden W-foot sampan wa5 reclaimed by sheathing 
with .a thin layer of ferrocement and used as a tender for the remainder of the project. This 
tias highly successful and gave several yearsof additional life to an otherwise worthless boat. 
The wooden hull remained ‘in place and was covered with two layers -of no.4- 20ga.sq. . 
woven mesh and plaster F. This technique should be vplored further for reclafiation of 
old wooden boats in Bangladesh, 

d 
‘.: _’ 

Costs and Time ‘, :: 

Prices of materials in ‘Bangladesh varied widely’and rapidly during the course of ;he 
pilot project. Although the costs presented in the following sections are based upon the 
prices of June, 1974, they can only be used as indications of costs of materials and their 
relation to one another. . : ” .., \* 

(. h I 
t;; I. , I . 4 - I 
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Bailam ,,. i: 
, 

The balam is a framed vessel complete with engine, superstructure, insulated fish hold 0 
and deck. It has a ferrocement hull surface area of 801 sq.ft. A summary of manhours and 
material costs is given in Tab/e J2. 

The first prototype required 6995 manhours to complete the ferrocement hull -and 
de&k and this has been reduced to an average of 5182 manhours ,by May, 1975 (26%). 

After five boats had.been built, the average recorded manhours to complete the entire 
vessel was 8170 manhours. This is a high number (low productivity) but it does represent 

* -the low physical- fitnessand motivation of the worker. 
1 The< hull, deck; frames, bulkheads represent a total of 1510 sq.ft. of ferrocement and it 

dtakes 5182 manhours to complete or 3.43 manhours per square foot of ferrocement or 6.47 
manhours/sq. ft. of hull. * : 

If the hull square footage is taken as a measure of the size of the boat, then for the 
balam, the time for completion of the finished boat represents 10.2 manhours/sq.ft. of hull. 

The total .cost of materials for the Balam vyas about 68,000 Taka (ex engine) or 84.9 
Taka*/sq.ft. of hull 

_ 
The total cost of ferrocement materials (extracted from table J2) for the hull and deck 

was 49,800.OO taka or 33 Taka per sq.ftt of ferrocement surface (including frames, stiffeners, 
% bulkheads, deck beams, etc. The cost ofeferrocement materials/sq.ft. of hujl,was 62.2 Taka/ 

sq.ft. of hull. 
I .’ :%* 

* Cox’s Bazar Boat 
. 

The prototype Cox’s Bazar boat was not completely finished andYlaunched by the end 
,of .the project; however, the ferrocement hull was completed. The hujlsurface area was 604 

.-- .sq.ft. * 
The prototype boat built by new trainees took 5576.5 manhours.+. If the same factor 

can be applied to these hours as ex’perience has shown for the Balam (I.e. a 26% reduction 
can be expect@), then the estimated.manhourf to complete the ferrocement portion of th.e, 

:: 
L hull could be 4fs7 manhours or 6.83 manhours/sq.ft. of hull. 

0 The material costs to complete the hull were 21810.55Taka or 36.1 OTaka/sq.ft. of hull. 
t- . 

. Chandi Noa&@= B 
y;_ 

The breakdown of costs and times for the.protbtype Chandi have not been included in 
.this report as the final cost -was far in excess of that which would be economically viable for’ 

,’ this boat. s -_ 

- ,, 

,lele Noaki 
,. 

. - The Jele Noaki is an unframed, open, small boat without engine or superstructure. The-- .- 
hull contains 190 sq.ft. of ferrocemeht. - 

,.. 
k . 

The prototype vessel required 151.4 manhours to complete the ferrocement work and 
?!I00 manhours to finish the boat. As new trainees did the work, it can be assumed that, _ . 
with experience, these figures would be reduced in proportion to the reduction’ for the 
Balam (i.e. 26%). ’ ., 

L 

-“r&z-faka is approximately $0.127 . 
- ” B * .: 

B 
J&g = :., -. 

I 
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Therefore, the estimated manhour times for the Jele Noaki would be 1120 and 1406 
manhours respe%ctively. 

s”’ 
The unit times would be 5.9 and 7.4 manhours/sq.ft. of hul.1. 

For the simpler country boat, future design estimates can be derived with a figure of 
7.4 manhours/sq.ft. of hull., + 

The cost breakdown for the Jele Noaki mold is given in Table J4 and the construction 
times and material costs for the boat in Table J5. ’ Ij 

., 

Grain Storage Silo 

The cost breakdown for the silo is given in Table L6. More complete detail will be , ; 

found in reference (4). 

O8 Water Tank 

. . ..- __ 
. . . 

. 

The water tank costs are shown in Table J7 and compared w.ith the boat costs in Table 
GS. l 

Discussion of Prototype Costs 

Th; remarks of this section are’made with reference to Table J8. There are two basic 
types of prototype boats. A mechanized sea and coastal fishing boat with superstructure, 
insulated fish hold and deck,as typified by the Balam as the first type. The second ;ype is 
an open, non-mechanized’rrver country oraft such ‘asthe Jele Noaki. 

The,Cox’s- Bazar boat is in the same category as a Balam and its finished costs, if decked 
(which cs not always the case), would have approximately the same unit costs as the Balam. 
The difference in ferr,ocerh&t costs between the two boats is-to the-lack of ferrocement 
deck in the prototypeCo&sBazar boat. 

The Chandi Noaki was’ built in the same fashion as a Bal 
the Jele Noaki category. It was the fir-$ vessel of’the type 
ment costs with the Cox’s Bazar type is unfavourable . 
decked) ‘and way in excess of the unit cost of the Jele 
larger than._heJeIe Noaki but with appropriate 

oaki. The Chandi is considerably 
T’ 

in the-time fashion. .- 
_ ._ 

The comparison of prices for the boats against their wooden counterparts is difficult as 

. <few wooden vessels are being bu’lt -at current material prices and availability. The prices ’ 
available to the writer are out o !+ 

’ ’ 
date and fragmentary., An earlier analysis (I j indicated 

that ferrocement boatswere more than competitive with wooden boats made of good timber i 
(jarul, shal, teak). These timbers are no longer availabl’e in boat buildingOquantities and tb 
the best of the writer’s knowledge, very few boats are made from such wood today. Vessels . . 
built of distinctly inferior woods can be’cheaper on initial cost. The estimated ‘cost of a 
wooden.Jele Noaki in June, 1974, based upon prices of 1973 was5600 Taka compared with 
a. ferrocement cost in the proto:ype of 7794 Taka. The material@% were approximately ’ 
the same with the major difference in price due to the higher labour cost of the prototype. 

s With engines, the BJM.%-managed boatyard anticipated little difficulty maintaining d ‘I 
.competitiveness with wooden boats ‘of the 8alam type at an asking prices in ferrocement-+ 
complete in ex-cess of 110,OOO’Taka per boat. 

The Grain’Storage Silo was buiit-as an ‘exercise for the yard and to rxperiment wi.th ’ ’ 
otkr, applications and materials. There is no equivalent com;pitor in the Bangladesh 
market to form a basis for compariso& - ! 

- I. 

‘k 
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The water tank clearly demonstrates the competitive edge that ferro-cement has over 
steelsheet. The market price for a 400 gallon 18 ga. G.I. sheet tank in April, 1975, was 
3200 Taka, more than double the cost of the ferrocement prototype. Even with a generous b SC.. ,. allowance for overhead and profit, the ferrocement tank in production should be very com- 

? petitive. 

PROTOTYPE PERFORMANCE t’ 

Balam . 

Up to the end of the project, five Balams had been launched and the first one had been 
tentatively licensed to operate by the marine authorities. As the material was new to Bang- P 
ladesh, the licensing author:ty moved very cautiously before granting a license for subse- 
quent boats. 4: 

The first few Balams had a number of problems,as is normal for prototypes. Although ‘g 
none of them were planned, they did provide valuable training for the boatyard personnel. 
As each problem presented itself, it was rectified by a change in technique or, if necessary, a 
design change for subsequent boats’. Two examples will illustrate, the type of problem en- 
countered and the solution. 

In Balam I, it was emphasized that for a properly plastered hull, there must be no 
n exposed mesh. On the other hand, the inspection of the plastering by the foreman must 

ensure that the workmen do not build up an excessive layer of mortar on the outside or 
. inside of the hull over the mesh. The result was that, although the mesh was adequately 

covered, the buildup of excess mortar made the boat heavier than design. On Balam It, the 
urge to lighten the boat resulted in large areas of exposed mesh. Both plasterings were good 
examples of the extreme range within which the plasterers must work. The first is heavy 
and the second is unsightly with large areas of rusting mesh, The longterm effect of the 
rusting outer layer of mesh (one of six la?ers) is not known, but it will undoubtedly effect ’ . 
the life of the boat to some degree. By the fourth boat, the quality of plastering was high 
and completely acceptable,with the point made that quality control during plastering had to 
be stringent. c 

The second example involves the design of the keel. In wooden construction in Bangla- 
desh, the keel, if any, is internal to the hull and the first ferrocement Balam was designed ’ 
this way.: After launching, and during outfitting, the vessel was broug t up and down twice 
a day on its hull against the concrete slipway. Logs, coconuts, etc., on k couple of occasions 

’ came between the hull and slipw&y. The result of the point loads was a locallydam.aged hull. 

E The design was modified for subsequent Balams to provide an exterior keel but theoamage 
nevertheless gave the boatyard valuable experience and’took the mystery out of the repair 

. of ferrocement. 
0 The fjeet%.of Balams have not Bad significant sea time so little can be said at this point 

of their potential longevity. ’ Balam I has been rented to a .primary cooperative down the * 
coast from Chittagong and the operators express satisfaction with its performance, although 
they have suggested alteration< that cou.ld make,,the vessel more useful for fish carrying. 

None of the other designs have seen service as yet. II 
P- 

1 
\. 

Silo/Water Tank c ‘I i. *, 
e D 

0 1. 

Both the silo and water tank have been proof-tested by filling to capacity with water. ’ 
Some syall voids were found and filled in the silg. Both would appear to be satisfactory. 

9, 

6 v -7 
: 

‘Lx 
, t c. 
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TRAINING 

Technical Training 

The BJMSS designated -one of their junior officers, Mr. Fazle Akbar, to be trained in 
ferrocement boat building during Phase III in order that he might take over the technical 
management of the yard during Phase IV and thereafter. For the first six-months he was 
treated as one of the workmen with no special privileges or responsibilities. This was a try- 
ing experience for the officer for he was required to work manually. In January, 1974, he 
wasdesignated a foreman and given more and more responsibility until the technical manage 
ment of the boatyard was turned over to him in June, 1974. 

By June, Akbar had been trained in alternate methods of boat construction, he,was 
made responsible for the construction of the bamboo reinforced grain storage silo, he was 
experienced in the repair of the material a@ he had handled the workmen to the satisfac- 
tion of the project manager. The BJMSS was naturally interested in lessening any depen- 
dence on foreign experts in the future of the boatyard, so they requested the project to 
train their designated trainee in fishing boat design, The man they chose was Akbar and as 
he was fully occupiedduring Phase I Ii in the practical aspects of ferrocement c%structron, ~- 
it was decided that he would be given as much Uaining as possible during Phase IV of the 
project. 

. 

In addition to his duties as technical manager of the boatyard, Akbar spent consider- 
able time learning to loft, draw lines and do elementary displacement, stability and weight 
calculations. It was decided that Akbar should integrate the experience of the first Balam 

::design and take on the responsibility of a redesign under the guidance of the project 
manager, He successfully drew lines plan and lofted the design with very little assistance 
and he is presently supervising the construction of the first prototype. f 

Workmen 

The work crews chosen for training comprised two main groups; unskilled young men- 
usually with some secondary and high education and artisans in an allied’field. Examples in 
the second category ipcluded former wooden boat builders, carpenters, plasterers and 
weiders. Both groups ultimately provided some excellent ferrocement boatbuilders. Altho- 
gethet-, approximately 45 men were exposed to ferrocement boat building during the course 

. - 
* * of the project, 

I The training was entirely on the job. Each workman was required to try his hand at . 
each skill required, but ultimately, men were assigned to the jobs that they wfre either most 
interested in or which they did best, While most of the trainees treated the experience as 

a . ju’st another job and learned and did as’little as possible, about ten were,highly motivated, 
‘ . eager workmen. In most cases, these “graduated” to the more highly skilled jobs -such as 

lofting, mold making and frame set up and fairing. In general, the workmen with previous 
- trades were the least motivated. 

The pay for the trainees was set, to confirm with BJMSS practice, at 350 Taka/month 
in July of’1973. -With the cost of living in Bangladesh, this was barely a living wage although 
a typical one, The workmen were in general poor health and had little stamina for any hard 
sustained work such as pjastering. “As a consequence, the project was forced to adopt certain 

i. construction procedures in ferrocement specifically for use in Bangladesh.. 
. With proper salaries and treatment, the workers would be/as good as any in the world 

and the writer experienced. little difficulty in transmitting the basic technology. 



Quality of Workmanship 

P I 
s i 

In a pilot project of this kind, it should be‘expected th$t the quality of the work would 
.Improve with time and this proved to be the case. It wasg,ratifying to see improvements in - 

quality continue during Phase IV in the absence of the projeFt advisor. 
It should be pointed out that although the boats of Banbladesh 5rTGhetic to look at ,, 

from the point of view of shape and function, very little effort is experlded in quality of 
workmanship beyond that required for adequate function. Paint.is expensive, the quality of 
available wood is poor and the general level of workma&$p is not high, 

It was difficult to instill a pride of workmanship in the ferrocement boat building / 
trainees and evvn with the wooden boat builders there was not a good eye or a concern for ’ 

fairness of line or shape. As supervision and the skill oi the trainees improved, the fairness 
improved as well, although, it will never develop to “yacht” standard (which upsets some 
visitors) as the motivation of all concerned is to build strictly for function; 

The quality of’welding and the quality. of plastering both required mift’akes to be made 
before the message w% driven home thata minimum standard ha’;d to be maintained. In the 
case of welding, the point was yade whkn a skeg failed on Balam. I on its first fishing trip 
and the rudder was lost. The plastering!‘situation was discussed earlier, There is little doubt 
that the boatyard will try to cut corners in the future and mistakes will occur; however, 
they are fully capable of learning from these mistakes. I 

Managepent 7 

During Phase tl I, the boatyard was under the control of the writer with a Bengali office 
‘- mar)gger to expedite the administrative functionivg of the project. On the construction side ‘- 
‘9. initia’lly. there was an expatriate ferrocement boatbuilder as yard foreman and under him the 

potential Bengali technical manager-, Fazle Akbar, as a trainee aloni.with the other trainees. 
After six months, Akbar was made an independent foreman and given responsibility for 
some of the yard activities. j 

The BJMSS were asked to participate in the management of the boatyard ancj they 
were kept fully informed as to the boatyard tictivities. During Phas$’ I II, however, they were 
quite content to adopt a passive role and made little effort to prepare for the time when the 
boatyard would be theirs. 

It was, and is, the ,opinion of the writer that the boatya@couId. not be run-effectively. -- 
in the long run by justthe tkkhnical manager.. As-a-condition of the turnover of the assets to 
BJMSS control and the further involvement of CHF in Phase IV, it was decided that BJMSS 
wouldr appoint: ‘a suitable boatyard manager (at CHF’expense for the following year) to” 
assume cont,roI of the boatyard. He could then c&in experience while the writer was still 
available for advice. Unfortunately, @JMSS do not iecognize the necessity of appropriate 
management of the yard as they withdrew the manager as soon as Phase IV was finished. 

The situatian now is that the technical manager of the yard is now responsible for boat 
,, design, construction, the workmen, any planning for the future, negotiatioti with senior 
-. .management and all of the day to day administration of the boatyard. As he is a junior 

officer of the Society, he is poorly paid and has little influence. He0 has little or no time to 
” plan for the future and if he were to leave, the pilot facilit\/,str”&ture’couId collapse a,s the 

society have made Little provision for,the development of alternatives. 
The problems df middle level local management would not appear to be special to this 

project, but rather reflect the state of affairs within the country. 

l Canhdian Hunger Foundation 
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FUTURE FOR THE PILOT PROJECT 

’ Yarcl Capacity 
i 

When this project was initiated, it was assumed that it would continue for some time as 
a small facility capable of building ferrocement boats of one or two designs. The BJMSS 
donated a small piece of land to the project and a facility was designed to utilize that land. 
There was a small parcel adjacent to the one given which was slated for expansion of an 
existing ideplant of the Society. As the project gained momentum in Phase III, the work- 
space soon expanded to include all of the. free space available. 

Two allweather boatbuilding stations are located under the factory shed and it has 
proved-possible but crowded to build four boats in the space in front~~~,~~~,,~,2,l;jg~l,.,yacd 
under “kutcha” shelters. Therefore, the boatyard has a capacityto%iId six boats at a time. 
If the Balam is taken as an example, with a workforce of 30 men and an average of 8,000 
manhours per Balam, approximately 7.5 Balams could be built per year, 

With the Jele Noaki at 1900 manhours, abproximately 32 could be fabricated. If the 
yard was converted to the manufacture of,water tanks, approximately 170 could be built 
per year using prototype manhour figures. 

Prognosis for the Future 

The project over the course of two years of active expatriate involvement in Bangladesh 
provided the BJMSS with a nucleus of trained personnel skilled in the manufacture of ferro- 
cement boats in four designs by several different techniques. In addition, a complete inven- 
tory of necessary tools and equipment was provided. At the end of Phase IV, the boatyard 
was actively building boats with ever-increasing skill gnd efficiency. From the point of view 
of the aims and objectives of the original project, the project has been successful and a small 
ferrocement boatbuildi, g facility is a fact in Bangladesh: 

The key to the 1”’ l=lR ure of the boatyard lies with the BJMSS management of its affairs. 
The boatyard could fail in the future for any one of the following reasons: 

?. ---i-l Inadequate upervision of qu-ali+yandcostso as tomavtw ~~ - - 
competitive 

ii) Failure to p ovide lngines for the mechanized boats to the boatyard., 
” iii) ‘The’ioss ofhne or t,wo key personnel trained in the goatyard in whom the BJMSS 

have placed all of their confidence. 

iv) Future non-availability of essential materials aind spares for equipment, particular- 
ly those which require foreign exchange. ’ 

0 
v) Psychological future non-acceptance of ferrocement as a result of a disaster which 

could be quite unrelated to ferroceme.nt as a material. On the other hand, inade- 
quate supervision and inspection of vessels during and after construction and lack 
of training of vessel operators to insure that damages are repaired could result in a 
ferrocement related disaster, 

!? To repeat, the key to the successful future of the boatyard rests in the’management 
- and supervision sqheri?, as the technical skills are availab’le. Some outside help in the form 

of foreign exchange might be required. 
It is encouraging to note that the BJMSS have asked for the basis on which they could 

develop a large-scale facility, so they clearly perceive the need for alternatives to wooden 
boat construction. 
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When this project#was first proposed, it was established that most*projects of the type 
* around the world had little or no ‘follow-up after the implementation phase. It was’rec- 

ognized then and it is still considered very important that the project continues to be of in- 
to the Canadian Hunger Foundation and their donors. Firstly, there should be an 
tion of-the progress of the boatyard and the service experience and condition of the 

prototype boats after a suitable interval of time: It is suggested’that Spring, 1975, at the 
end of the winter fishing season,would be appropriate. 

Secondly, the boatyard can probably benefit from some external assistance in the form 
of essential.spares and replacements to eqclipment which involve foreign exchange. A more 
lasting solution to the problem of vibrator replacement is one example and the Manager has 

_ ^_ .--, 
requestedcertain additional materials which he cannot imR9fiter,,,, , , I . . 

Thirdly, there could be considerable benefit to the boatyard if some consultancy was 
available to them if particular technical problems arose; In addition, the final design of the 
Manager for the Balam II I should be evaluated as this vessel prototype was fabricated after 
the comp’letion of the project. 

r 

I 

. 
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TABLE JI 

PROTOTYPE DESIGN SlJiMARY E 

PROTOTYPC BALAM 

’ LOA 44’ 

LWL 42’ 
: 

’ B’ 12’ 

D ’ -5’ - 0” 

Lightship displ. 
(Tons S.W .) 11.4 

( I 
Lightship draff. 2’ - 1” 

_ ’ 

Full load displ.’ 
, (T0nsS#~W.) 24.5 ’ 

Net Capacity a ( 

(Tons S.W .) 13.1 

TPI; (Tom/in.) v 0,83 

cB i 0.56 

*cp 0.66 , 

a 

P 

P 

COXS BAZAR 

38’ 42’ ;35’ 

36’ 36’ , ja 1’ b ” ,‘, 

10’ - ‘6” 9’ - 2” 6’ - 6” 

4’ - 81’ 3’ - 1” 2’ - 0” 
2- 

6.0 

1’ - 8” 

17 13.1 2.5 ’ 

11.0 

0.63 

.0.485 

0.599 

71 

L-8 L- 

r. i - 

CHANDI JijLE NAQKI 

4.6 1.0 

1’ - 3” 0 - 11)” 

8.5 1.5 . j n e 

- 0.63 0.23 

0.566 0.453 ’ 

0.674 0.39 
- 4 L, 

I . 



TABL; J2 * 

BALAM BOAT COSTS 

’ Manhours 

1 . Hull & Deck’ 

1. Steel straightening 
2. Frame fabrication 
3. Deck beam fabrication 
4. Steel addons 1 -1’ 

, 
5. Frame set up 

.~ 

6. Mesh application 
7. Hull rods 
8. Tying and fairing 
9. Plastering & curing 

10. Miscellaneous time 

Outfitting ’ 

11. Sheer cap and collision rail 
12. Wooden’hatch coamings 
13. Superstructure 
14: Rudder & Steering installation 
15. Engine installation 
16. Fish hold 3 
17. Painting . - 
18. B/Miscellaneous . 

I 

j / 

( . 
140.0 

93.0 
43.3 

229.7 ’ 
517.1 

I 
“b, 

1,211.0 
373.0 v G 

1,163.0 
1,274.6 

137.0 1 

5,181.7 @ 2Tk/manhour 10,363.40 Taka 

366.3 @ 
139.0 

717.3 92.3 8 
199.5 
211.5 
266.7 

1;ool .o 

2987.6 @ 2Tk/manhour 5,975.20 Taka 

Total labor cost: 16,338.60 Taka 
, 

a 

, 



c Materials 

i 
1. 318” M.S. Rod 

TABLE 52 (Continued) 

c ;- 

2. l/4” H.D. Rod j _ 
3. l/2.” Hex Mesh 20 ga 
4. l/4” 20 ga sq woven mesh 

_ ’ 5. Tie wire - 20 ga ** 
6. Cement (50 kg), ,,. 
7: Sand 
8. Fastenings 
9. Electrodes 

10. Coal tar 
11. Wood 
12. Tin sheet 
13. Engine installation 
14. Rudder & Steering gear 

Insulated fish hold 

15. Tin liner 
16. 
17. 

2” insulat/on 
2%” insqfation 

18. Wood :;i 
19. 
26. 

Fastenings 
Coal tar - 

21. Miscellaneous materials 

Reference,Date June 3, 1974. 

i 

3595 rft @ 1.18 Tk/rft p 
6867 rft @ 0.35 Tk/rft 
12565 sq ft @ 1.95 Tk/sq ft 
2666 sq ft @ 2.50 Tk/sq ft 
76 seers (‘167..5 lb) @ 15 Tk/sker 
67 bags @ 40 Tk/bag 
97.7 cfi @ 1.20 Tk/cft 
55 seers @ 11 Tk/seer 
1234 rft @ 1.14 Tk/rft 
36.3 seers @ 11 Tk/seer 
118.5 cft @ Tk/cft 
6 std sheets @ 85.57/sheet 

44 pcs @ 85.57 Tk/pc 
83.5 pcs 
33 pcs 
24 tuft @ 45 Tk/cft 
23 seers @ 11 Tk/seer 
25.5 seers @ 4.30 .Tk/seer 

Material Cost ,~ 
Labor Cost 

~‘-, 

1 Taka = ‘12.7 U.S. cents 

.73 

4,242.lO 
2,403.45 

31,147.30 
6,665.OO 
1,140.oo t 
2,680.OO 

116.04 
605.00 

1,406.76 
399.30 

5,332.50 
513.42 
954.20 

1,074.oo 

58,679.07 Taka 

3,765.08 

3,ooo.oo 

1,080.00 
253.00 . 
109.65 
557.65 ’ 

.67,444.45 Taka 
16,338.60 

83 783.05 ==L===== / 

Data compiIed on the basis of five vessels. 

a 
. i’ 

. 
f 

. -’ 

c* 



TABLE J3 , 

^_ 
COX’S BAZAR BOAT COSTS 

1 

Manhours ’ 

1 

Hull 

9 f 1. 
2. 
3: 

. 4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

+’ 8. 
9. 

10. 

Steel straightening ’ 
Frame fabrication 
Frame set up including keel box, stern 
Steel addons 
Hull rods 
Mesh applications 
Tying and fairing * 
Plastering 
Curing 
tvliscellaneous time 

302 
110 
521 
457.5 I 
340 

1,386.5 
907.5 
390.5 
628 
533.5 

5,576.5 manhours 

, 

Q&l 

. 

Estimated manhours when in production 5,576.5 X 0.72 = 4,015.l @ 
2 Tk/manhour 8,030.20 Taka 

Materials 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

3/8 MS. Rod 
l/4 HD rod 
l/2 hex mesh 20 ga 
l/4” sq. woven 
lo-30 ga mesh 
20 ga Tie wire 
qement (50 kg) 
Sand .. 
Fastenings . 
Electrodes 

. 

2369 rft @ l.l8Tk/rft. 
5838 rft @ 0.35 Tk/rft 
5645 sq frQ’l.95 Tk/sq. ft. . 
900 sq ft @ 2.5 Tk/sq ft 
300 sq ft @ 2.4 Tk/sq ft 
41 srs @ 13 Tk/seer 
43 bags @ Tk/bag 
81 cft @ 1.41 Tk/&.- ..- _ .-- 
l/2 seer @ 11 Tk/seer 
720.5 rft @ 1.14 Tk/rft 

Total material cost 

-, . Total labor cost * 

2,795.42 
2,043.30 

K(oo7.75 
2,250.OO . 

720.00 , 
533.00 

1,720.OO 
$- l-W;2 1 

5.50 % 
62 1.37 

21,810.55 Taka - 

- 8,030.20 i, 

TOTAL TO COMPLETION OF HULL 29,840.75 Taka , ‘- 

These costs are to the completion of the ferro-cement portion of the hull. I 
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TABLE J4 

JELE NOAKI MOLD COSTS 

Manhours 
I i . > 

1. ‘Lofting .66.0 
2. Male mold fabrication 646.5 
3. Construction shelter 65.0 
4. Factory maintenance 84.5 

862.0 manhours ’ 

75 
. 

* 
@ 2 Taka/manhr. = 

Materials 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. . 
11. 
12. 
13. 

4-4x8 sheets-fibre board . 
1 - Gallon paint * 
721 ft - l/4” MS. rod 
482 f-t - 318” M.S. rod 
8.5 seers - 20 ga Tie wire 
160 Ibs. - Misc. support steel 1 ’ 
190 rft -Welding electrodes 
1 3/4 seer - lashing rope , 

,5 see/rs - common nails 
12.2 cft -Wood (various sizes) 
2 pcs - Large bamboos 
100 pcs - small bamboos 
200 bundles of Sun-grass 

@ 24 Tk/sheet 
@ 200 Tk/gal 
@ 0.35 Tk/ft. 
@ 1.18 Tk/ft. 
@ 13 Tk/seer 
@ 4.25 Tk/lb.’ 
@ 1.14 Tk/rft 
@ 7 Tk/seer 
@ 1 ‘l+Tk/seer 
@ 70 Tk/cft * 
@ 15 Tk/pc 
@ 8 Tk/pc 
@ 1 Tk/bundle 

Total J~elebNoaki ‘Mold Costs 5,179.46 Taka 

Assume that it is good for 20 boats : 260 Taka/boat be 

0 

-i / 

Lt 

‘ 

a_ 

,1,724 Taka . 

L 

I 

96.00 ’ 
200.00 
252.35 

4 

568.76 
110.50 
680.00. 
216.60 

12.25 
55.00 -, 

854.00 - 
30.00 

180.00 
200.00 J , 

$455.46 Taka ’ 
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JELE NAOKI C’OSTS c ;‘ Y 
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t 
7 

i 

m 

7. 

Ij 

P 

‘-I 

.n 

.- 

I. 

,P l 

D 

m 

1. Misc. steel rod fabrication 

7 2. ‘Wooden batten core ’ 
3. Mesh application 

* 4. Final tying and fairing” 
5. Plastering ‘G ~ 
6. Curin’g, 
2. Molddemoval & boat turning 
8. Collis’on and shear rail 

a. 9. Addi i ional’wooden finishings 
10. b Painfng 

I * J- 
z 

/ I 

Materials<\ 

1. 11’6 ft. - 1/4r”MS rqd 
2. 90 ft.“- 3/8”’ MS.rdd 
3. ,835 sq ft - l/2” 26 ga hexagonal’ 

P 
mesh 

100 sq ft - 10 # mesh * 
- .@ 1.95 Tk/sq ft 

4. . @ 2.4 Tklsq ft 
@ 13 Tk/seer 

-i @ 1.14 Tk/rft 
7. 17.53 cft wood ,. t I . @ 45 Tk/cft 

- 8. 15 bags-cement h50 kg bags) @ 40 Tk/bag 
9. l! tuft - Sand ’ @ 1.41 Tkl/cft 

. 
10, * 12 seers Y boat nails; m . @5 Tklseer “? 

325 seer-common nails ‘- @ 11 ,Tk/seei’ ,“; ;. 

‘t :l’ ??‘gals - coal tar . @ 40 Tk/gal 
13:’ - - 1 2.5 gals - paint @ 300 Tk/g%I ,,- . 

1 . . . .> 
-:. . .k = : . ^ Total‘material cost ~ 

_^ s- .,( ‘. ” 
/“,.. Labor 

9’ Mold . 
. 

Total prototype cost 

40.60 
I 

l-06.20 ’ .‘. n ‘Z 

1;628 .i5 
1. 240.00 ’ 

227.50 ’ 
22.80 ’ 

788,85 r 
600.00 

” 25.97 : ! . 
60.00 

?.i$ 35.75 
-’ 200.99 - 

750.00 
b. 

4,.7 

1 

3.92 Taka 

‘3,7 5.00 q-l 

260.00, 

8,778.92 Taka - 

” 
. 

‘54.5 _ 
108.0 
345;o 
359.0 r 
2$?,5 
376.5. 

88.5 
202.50 ’ 

63.0 
3 31 .o 

_ 1,898.50 

@ 2 Tkimanhoug: 

1 /’ ‘Q. 
1 

l 

’ @ 0.35 Tk/ft 6 _’ 
@ 1.18 Tk?ft 

1 
Y 

b 

*’ 

I 

’ ! 

i 
f?> 

ic \ 

, s’:- 

; r 
. 

. 

I 
3,795.OO ,Taka 

0 

. , 

If the *labor cost is scaled, by 26 percent on’the total prototype cost, 
the projected cost would be, 7724 Taka. 

L’ 6% 
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GRAIN ,* 1 P . -* 

’ ‘,, 
, I 

.?, 

,’ j”- s ,t 

“-kc, 
! 

,\ 
.““, 

\ _“, 
..‘a* 

\ 1,. ABLE J6 
. ,u c 

-is -Manhours ‘. 9 - L’ 

1. i Steel straightening 
_.d, * 2:: Preparation of bamboo 

3: Sieving, drying sand 
. 4.; Fabrication of top and lid 

5. Fabrication of base 
* 6. Fabrication of cone 

L 7. Miscellaneous / 

D 

Materials’. .r .’ 

B 
I 

- i*’ 
i: -‘. 

1. 
-2. 

1/4:‘M.S.-Rod-? - ..a > 
3/8” M.S. Rod 

3. l&i” - 20 ga Hex 
4. Bamboo . 
5. Tie wire- 
6. Welding Rods __~.._ :- 
7. Coal Tar :1 
8. ‘Cement A &/ . 

. 9._ Sand 
‘7 

c _ 
.,<’ : +‘- .’ 

, ‘. . 

., 
I- 

STORAGE SILO COSTS * 

.” 26 
166 ,- 
20 

73 -,. 
348 -,’ 
437 4:) 

-8 

1,074 manhours 

a 

0 

1. 

152 ft @ 0.39 Tk/ft 
521 ft @ 0.87 irk/ft 

6O:oO 

1663 sq ft @ 11.20 ft.’ 
453.06 

24 @ 10.5 Tk/bamboo Tklsq large 1,996.OO. 245.00 -_ 
‘56 Ibs @ 5 Tk/‘lb .-. -2m:oo - 
91 t-f? @ 9:24 Tk/rft 1 ’ .- _ 22.00 
2 lb @ 5.5 Tk/lb .- -?--- 
16 bags,@36TF&g .,X1 
24cft:-@ 5 TkIcft ’ 

‘s 

1,” “P‘ 
* 

i’- 

/ - ; A,- 

’ -8 

Cost: $3 ” 

ii.00 
576.00 
120.00 . 

3,763.OO Taka 

Materials 
Mold Cost 
Labor @ 2,Tk 

e 

Costs,@erenced to January, 1974 . _s 
,~,.. , _; A ’ . 
c&j’ ,/ . . I . 
-‘B 

.& +y” . + p 2 

., . :. 

,%I 

5 3,763.oO 
180.00 

2,148.OO .’ 
. 6,091.OO Taka 
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TABLE J7 

400 GALLON WATER TANK 

Manhours 
i 

1. Forming steel 
2. Set up of skeleton 
3.. Meshing 
‘4. Tying 
:5. Plastering 
‘6. Curing 
7. I Fabrication of top 

jf+ 

‘Materials 

G- 1. l/2” Hex mesh 
.2. l/4” H.D. rod 
3. Electrodes 
4. Tie wire 
5. &Cement 

;;u- 
6. Sand *’ 

I 

62 
27 
53.5 
13 
53.5 

122.0 
27.0 

358.0 @ 

2 Tklhr 

220 ft @ 1.95 Tk/sq sq ft 
327 rft @ 0.35 Tk/rft 

^ 54 rft @ 0.64 Tklrft 
314 srs @ 15 Tklseer 
4% bags @ 40 Tkfbag 
7% tuft @ 1.2 Tkfcft 

Labor Cost 

Materials 

. Total prototype cost 

,- ’ 

P 

I 

0 . . 

7 16.00 Taka 

I. 

.’ 429.00 ’ 
114.45 

34.56 
1 la.25 

180.00 
9.00 

77&.26 Taka 

716.00 

778.26 

1,!94.26 Taka 

‘&.’ 1 

/ 
k 
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Figure Jl: Balanl IV at anchor in the Karnafuli River 

Figure J2: Cox’s Bazar Boat, meshing completed, ready for plastering 
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Figure J3: View of the factory shed with the frames for a 
Balam and the plastered hull of the Chandi 

Figure 54: Ferrocement Jele Naoki under construction on its mold. 
The inner layers of mesh have been applied plus one-half 
the wooden core battens 
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Figure J5: Bamboo core application to side of grain storage silo 

f 

s 

Figure J6: Completed grain storage silo 
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APPENDIX K ., . 

WATER JARS OF CEMENT MORTAR* 
: I 

0. Phromratanapongse 

i 
! z f r 

- 
!‘. In ma-arts of the world=, water has to be collected daily over long distances 
/!’ using human labor. This involves a yreat waste of time and labor, and is often unhygienic, 

,I If a cheap and easy method of making containers for storing rain qat.er could. be 
developed, and put into widespread use, a great deal would be gained by improved standards 

7 of public health and by turningwaste labor to more productive use. 
.+.- The traditional water jars ,of burnt clay and cement mortar are not as widely used 

as one might expect because their production requires skills which are not popularly 
known. 

. 

The following series of photographs describes a cheap and practical method, of 
marking a 250 litre jar at the cost of abput USSO. (the major cost item being the cost 
of 12 kg. of cemenfs. This method of constructing water jars was developed by the Siam 
Cement Co,., Ltd., in Bangkok. .-‘$ 

The cement sand prwortion. was I:2 by weight and the wa&er- cement ratio was 
about 0.4. 

0 A piece of wire or wooglenstick was used to control the thickness of the ‘wall by 
piercing it through the fresh mortar. 

This method has been taught to a number of people without any previous know- 
’ i ledge in masonry. Most of them learn the technique in one day. 

The biggest jar built by th$s method has a capacity of 3.5 Cu.m., and costs about, 
USS12.00 (Figure K 12). 

In conclusion, the method described requries a very low level of technology and 
can easily be adapted by practically anyone. Its I&J cost is also attractive to .people 
,vvith Low income. ’ ; / 

Ia ‘.,- 

*This jar ascribed in this Appendix has no reih forcing mesh and is not strictly ferrocement. “Devertheless 

4 it is an e tension of ferrocement technology and is included ,here because bf its importance and because 
it was first reported at the Workshop. 

\, 
. ’ \‘ 

9 \~ 

I , -_I 

; 
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Figure Kl: Two pieces of gunny cloth 125 x 112 cm. are used. One piece is laid on top 
of the other and sewed along the curved lines at the two sides (see Figure 
K ,111 leaving the top and bottom open 

Figure K2: The sacks are turned inside out after sewing 



Figure 1<3: Precast bottom plate 58 cm. in diameter and 1.5 cm. thick 

k 

Figure K4: The sack is placed on the bottorl: plate and the space filled with paddy husk, 
saw-dust or sand. The weight of ithe fill will hold the lower edge of the sack 
firmly on the bottom plate 
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Figur ater jar. 
surface 

c 

Figure K6: Water is sprayed on the mould before plastering 
L 

, 
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F 
1 

igure K7: A circular object is placed on the top to act as a mould for the openi 4 

Figure K8: The first layer of cement mortar is applied from t<i bottom to the top with 
a thickness of about 0.5 cm. 4r I 



Figure K9: The second layer of cement mortar 0.5 cm. thick is applied 

Figure KIO: The jar is cured as in ordinary plastering work. The contents of the gunny 
bag and the bag are removed 24 hours after plastering 
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Figure /Kll: ~Gunn#‘@oth pattern for use as mould 
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Figure K12? The biggest jar built by this method has a capacity of 3.5 cu.m. 
and the cost is about USE1 2.00 Y 
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF FERROCEMENT ,-. 

P 
Q IN SRI LANKA AND MALAYSIA ’ 
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l A.N.S. Kulasinghe 

* 
. , 

Our work on Ferrocement had two basic aims. The first was an:attempt to solve ;he 
problem of the shortage of fishing boats in Sri Lanka, and the other was to find substitutes 
for certain construction materials which so far had been imported at the cost of, badly 
needed foreign exchange. I 

Sri Lanka is an island havin$very good fishing grounds within a reasonable distance 
from its shores but it has not been possible to exploit these resources fully due to the lack 
of sufficient fishing boats. The boat building industry based on timber has been unable to 
meet the deinand and materials such as fibre glass which can contribute to fast boat 

0 building are toaiexpensive and have too high a foreign exchange component to be practicable. 
The obvlous anper was the use of ferrocernent in boat buiiding, as it could contribute 

to cheaper and more expeditious construction and involved only a small foreign exchange 
component. . 

Wirecon Process 

The establishment of the.Research at-$ Development Division of the State Engineering 
Corporation of Ceylon in 1966 enabled systematic work to be carried out in the investiga- 
tion of the use of locally available fibres for the manufacture of building materials to 
replace certain products based on imported asbestos fibre. The suitability of coconut fibre, 
which is readily available in the country, for the manufacture of cement bonded compo- 
sites, was investigated as a priority research and ‘development project. This work, while 
being quite successful, led to the use of steel fibres in the production of composites with 
higher strengths than could be achieved with vegetable fibres. Various forms of steel fibre 
were tried out. They included steel wool, swarf from turning operatjon on mild steel in 
workshops and fine gauge steel wire available in the market. The latter was tbe most 
suitable; the others did not have the’necessary strength. 

These investigations showed that short pieces of steel wire mixed with cement mortar 
was very suitable for the manufacture of a number-of products, in addition to being quite 
suitable for the plastering operation in the Ferrocement process. This process was given 
the name Wirecon by my colleagues who worked with me on the project. 

Ferrocement Boats 

Ferrocement boat building started in 1967 using the Wirecon process and several boats 
ranging from 28’ fishing boats to 48’ harbour launches have been built. There were teething 
troubles at the start but these were overcome and the construction is now on a sound 
footing. 
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. 
After investigation* OF a number of alternative rmethods of const:udtion including c 

wooden r%utd, lattice frame +nd tube frame the latter-was selected as fhe most suitable. 
The normal techniques wsed in: ferrocement donstruction have been used, exsept for the I 
reduction”of the wire mesh by about 50% and the use of’chopped wire (28 S.W.C. and 
1” - 1%“’ long) mixed with the cement-sand mortar used for plastering the skin. Impact 

. 

tests on representative panels demonstrated the suitability of this method of construction. 
It was also possible tQ {educe the cost as compared to established ferrocement construction. %+ .& 
The use of the chopped wire presents no problems once the correct techniques are mastered. 

The CQ& of these boats compared favourably with other forms of construction and in 
the case of tl$ 48’ boat, it was found that the fefrocement .boat was about half the cost 
of a similar boat built of teak. Even considerinmhe.use of cheaper timber for construction 

B the ferrocement boats were cheaper and if the cost of the sheathing, whjch is nece$ary in 
the.case of timber boats, is considered, the cost difference is kven greater. 

It is not necessary for me to deal with the advantages of ferrocement construction. 
It must be etiphasised, however, that ferrocement has not been used to the same extent 
as it should be due to various problems, one being the attempt by incompetent persons to 
construct ferrocetient boats. Even some who claim to have had, the necessary experience 
hive demonstrated the fallacy of their claims by poor performance. It has-been found that 
a number of people have claimed to be experts in this field and started the cons&uction of 
ferrocement boats but due to their lack of experience and know-how such ventures have 
come to grief. It is, therefore, necessary that*this type of construction bedandled, &her 

,&an on an amateur basis, by people who have a thorough knowledge of the material and 
the method of constructign. A knowledge of the elementary principles of naval architec- 
ture and marine engineering is quite helpful. This will ensure that ferrocement will get the 
confidence it deserves. 

. I 

# 
I 

i ” 

Other Ferrocement Products . 

There are a.tnumber of other products in which ferrocement can be used with advan- 
tage. One tich item is the water tank that is commonly used in houses. At present these 
tanks are made either of glavanised steel, fibre glass or asbestos cement. It has been found , 
that the use of ferrocement gives a cheaper and more durable water tank than the galva- 
nised tank and the cost advantage when.compared to the fibre glass or asbestos cement 
tank is even greater. The ferrocement tank has.the advantsge of freedom from corrosion 
and greater durabilitytin addition to its lower cost, but one of the problems that has arisen 
is the greater weight, especially those tanks which were built in one complete unit. As a 
solution to this problem I have been working on the use of precast panels in ferrocement, 
similar to the pressed steel tanks that are’-dbmmonly used. This has proved quite successful 
and the use of ferrocement in Prandtl membrane shells has enabled a panel to b& produced, 
which is both strong and competitive in price. These panels can be transported in the same 
way as pressed steel panels and assembled in position to form the required size of water 
tank. Water tanks built with panels constructed in ferrocement are in cbmmon use in Sri 

, Lanka and their superiority over galvanised steel tanks has been definitely kstablished. This 
is specially so in countries where there is a shortage of steel due to a shortage of foreign 
exchange. 1 .*. _, I - ,.(. . 

Ferrocement in Machine Construction 

Work was also carried out to inyestigate the possibility of using ferrocement in the 
construction of certain items which are normally outside the scope of thismaterial. I refer 

’ . 
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to the construction of items of machinery used in the con~~~.~~~~.~~~.~$~.Y_..,,ln my investi- 
gations, I found that the,re was a distinct possibility of using this mateki’atss ah alternative 
to steel in the construction of items of equipment such as cranes: Ttie -first item ,to be * l 

constructed was an overhead travelling crane in which ferrocement box girders,were sub- * 
stituted for the steel box girders which are normally used. The crane was a 5 ton overhead . 
travelling crane with a span of 50’ constructed of fwocement where the box girders were 
made. in sections and prestressed together. The first crane that was built in this way was 
exhibited at $e exhibition organised in 1970 in connection with my Presidential Address * 
to the Ceylon Association t for the Advancement of Science. It was found that the + ,.” 
difference in weight between a steel girder and a girder using ferrocement was not su##i&nt T 

7 ‘to offset its other advantages. The weight of the ferrocement crane girder was at?out one 
and half times that of the equivalent steel girder, Considering the Cost of feirocement pef 
ton against the cost of steel per ton the economy of using this material in place of steel 
is quite apparent. There are a number of structures for machinery and equipment where * 
weight is not a deciding factor if the cost can be cut down sufficiently. In fact, there are 

* certain items of machinery where the weight itself is an advantage and in these cases the 
use of ferrocement is of distinct e. The use of prestressing along with ferrocement 
enables several items of machine quipment, where only steel has been used so far, 
to be constructed economically out sacrificing efficiency. A considerable amount of ‘* ., 
work has been done in the use of ‘concrete for the construction of machinery, ,including 
machine tools, and the use of ferrocement combjned with prestressing widens the field 
still further. P 

Work in Malaysia 

It has been, possible for my work in ferrocement to be continued in Malaysia where _ 
it has a large potential in view of the rapid development talGng ptace. This app7res es- 
pecially to the development of the fishing industry to exploit the rich resources in the 
area. Here again, fisheries development is handicapped by the shortage of fishing craft. 
It has been found difficult,to build the necessary boats in timber to meet the de,mand in 
view of the time-consuping operations involved. The ferrocement boat is a solution to 
this problem and the first 52’ fishing trawler in ferrocement (using the Wirecon process) I 
is nearing completion.- * ‘ 

Work is also in progress for ‘the production of panels to be used in the construction 
0 

of water tanks ranging fro,m small tanks for houses to large tanks used in industry. 
* 

Furthb development 

There is a vast field in which further work can be done in the use of ferrocement in 
the construction of various items of equipment that are how made using steel and timber. 

. A large amount of work has already been done in the use of ferrocement in the construc- 
tion of boats, barges and ships but a further field where it can be used to advantage is in 
the construction of submarine vessels especially for the transport of bulk cargo. It is 
generally known that the wave making resistance forms a substantial part of the resistande ” ‘- - 
encountered in the propulsion or towing of craft and if this can be eliminated the total 
resistance can be reduced. For this purpose submarine vessels can be constructed using 
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ferrocement quite economically and this is an area where ample scope exists, I& has also I 
been found that it is more economical to. use towed barges iith the use of towing tugs 
than to use self prope!led craft especially.whe’ the distances involved are not great. The 
construction of submarine craft in or towing can make a distinct kontribution 
to the lowering of transport costs. \ a ., A’ -, 

A large area exists ‘in which .ferrocement in”.dombination with prestr&sing can compete 
with traditional materials of construction espeo\\ally at a time when ,the high cost and 
shortage of steel are creating serious problems. : I ’ * 

I 
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APPENDIX M 

1 ’ 

FERROCEMENT 

DEVELOPMENTS AND APPLICATIONS IN INDIA 
p> .- c . i 

w 

aya . 
1 m . . 

jlnkoduction . 

,f Ferroqement has attracted considerable attention in the past ten years. The economy 
of ferrocement construction, Fompared with steel, wood or glass-fibre ‘reinforced plastic 
depends greatly on the product being built, but ferrocement is in general quite competitive 
with other construction forms. In many situations, like all other engineering materials or 
techniques,it has its’strong points as well as weaknesses and limitations. 

The r4atively low unit cost of materials is perhaps the greatest advantage of ferroce- 
ment. The labour.content varies depending on technique adopted, the quality control 
and workmanship envisaged and the unit cost of lab ur 

Suitability to Indian conditions 

Although the increased interest in ferrocement.for marine and land use is fairly recent, 
successful examples of innovative applications within a wide range of construction techni- 
ques and sophistication, already promise. ‘a major impact in modern technology for the 
following reasons: t ~~_ -~ 

. 

i) * 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

VI 

Ferrocement tin be fabricated into almost any conceivable form to ‘meet the parti- 
cu lar requirements. of -the user. This is -particularly pertinent tihere acceptance of 
new materials may be dependent on their ability to reproduce traditional designs 

.and/or vhere’advantage can be taken of the shape effect to resist the acting forces. 

The basis raw materials involved - sand, cement and reinforcing mesh -- are readily 
available except in special cases and circumstances. 

. 

Except for highly stressed or critical structures, adequate ferrocement construction 
does not demand such stringent specifications as would call for only sophisticated 
supervision and/or skill. ! 

$ ! 

Very little new training is required for the labourers as the cement’ mortar con- 
struction techniques are widely known injndia and the Indian construction workers 
often show a good aptitude for plastering. 

Provided reasonable care is taken in construction, ferrocement needs little mainte- 
nance. Only simple tools are required to repair any damage to the mesh and only 
cement and sand to make fresh mo&r. *. 
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Experimental/Developmental Investigations 
t- 

A large number of experi;nental/developmentaJ investigations havedlready been under- 
taken and are presently in progress at the various Indian Institutes of Technology including 
Engineering Colleges, Universities and National Research Institutes. Almost all these studies 
have been essentially aimed at evaluating the mechanical properties of ferrocement with par- 
ticular reference to the conditions and materials obtaining in jndia. A good amount of data 
on the behaviour of ferrocement ele::ments in direct tension, direct compression and flexure 
are already-available from India. .Some of these investigations have, however, been extended 
to the possible and potential fields of application of ferrocement technology through studies 
carried out. on structural models. 

A good deal of research and development work is also being carried out by a few 
National Research Institutes such as the Cement Research Institute of India and the Struc- 
tural Engineering Research Centre bt Roorkee in Uttar Pradesh. These organizations are 
endeavouring to establish the feasjbility of using this material in prefabricated roofing 
elements, water retaining structures: grain storage structures, and in other suitable elements 
and components. 

Applications of Ferrocemedt Technology 

-a I 

A small ferrocement boat was made by the Cement Service Bureau at Madras on an 
experimental basis in 1970. . 

As early-as 1950, the Indian Railways had introduced ferrocement for building prefa- 
bricated ‘gunite’ houses for the railhay.staff - as a low cost method of housing. The walls 
of these houses were of 5 cm ‘gunite’ shot over shuttering in situ. The, reinforcement was 
a framework of bars and chicken mesh, the vertical bars of the framework acting as column 
reinforcement. A number of houses have been constructed in Bombay and Delhi apart from 
other uses such as Railway Compound Walls, etc. . 

Ferrocemknt for Boat Building 

:’ 

. 
in recent years,ferrocement .boats have been&& and:are now. operating, among other 

places, in Australia, Bangladesh, Hong Kong, India, Fiji, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, The 
. 

Peoples Republic China, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, South Vietnam, and Western 4. 
Samoa. Boat building applications of ferrocement can contribute to economic development 
and the general welfare of people in many countries of the world. 

There is great scope in India for the development of the fishing industry. Only a tiny 
fraction of the vast hoard of the Arabian Sea and the Bay o,f Bengal is being exploited at 

‘\ present. It is expected that in the next five years about 8,000 more fishing trawlers will be 
\\ 

\ launched into operation by the Southern States alone.. Timely and appropriate, therefore, 
‘l 

\l 
it has been to consider the possibility of introducing ferrocement as a boafbuilding material 

, which could under certain circumstancescontribute towards a substantial reduction in initial 
‘&osts and maintenance. 

B L_ The first ferrocement boat to be built (a prototype fishing trawler) was 9.75 m long 
with a displacement of 6.75 tonnes. After extensive trials,the Cochin Port Trust Authorities 
registered th$ boat and it is now successfully carrying out fishing operations off the coast of 
Cochin in Ke’rala. The total cost of this boat is reported to be Rs80,000(nearly USrSlO,OOO). 

The- Department of Fisheries of the Government of Tamil Nadu (South India) has 
already, built about half a dozen boats ranging in size up to about 11.5 rg. Presently they 
are contemplating larger boats of about 16.5 m in size. 

% 
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Other structures on water that. are being considered as candidates for ferrpcement 
coflstruction in India include hous: boats, floating bridges, fl.oating dry docks, float.ivg 
shelters for certain.flood prone areas and coracles. 

Ferrocement for Food Storage Facilities . ” 
q .- -:.. 

Increasing supplies of food grains such as rice, wheat and maize have caused an unprece- 
dented need for grai-n storage. In addition, grain storage facilities are urgently needed to 
protect a/l products sensiti;e to temperature, humidity, rain, wind, pest,animals, bacteria 
and fungi. Other typical products requiring storage are peas and beams, salt, drinkivg water, 
fertilizer, pesticides and cement. 

In India ferrocement is being introduced for silos in sizes to hold about 1 to 30 tonnes 
of grain. Methods developed fpr fet-rocemknt boat building are being applied to these p 
storages structures with a view to obtaining a structure of high quality. These silos can be 
easily sealed against water vapour with a rubber or bitumen based paint. 

third of its steel counterpa@. 

,/ 
. . % 

.- 

’ . 
Ferrocdment for Water Tanks and Utility Buildings 

Impermeability iy an important characteristic of ferrocement 
tion. / 

India is giving ikrious attentionqowards evolving convenien 

in its use for water reten- 

t designs of ferrdcement 
water tanks of capatiities ranging from 200 to S,OOO gallons. Factory produced tanks can be 
designed for convehient handlipg with simple equipment. 

By the simple process oor frame against the inside form before 
plastering, a wat,& tank into a tool shed, site office, 
pump room/or $nall in plaster. . 

. 

Ferrocement for Gobar Gas Plants 
. 

A number of gobar gas plants have been constructed by the Cement Service Bureau at 
Madras ih South India using ferrocement technology and also by the Ferrocement Craft 
Research Project#of the Government of Tamil Nadu. The gas holders gf these plants are 
fairly ligh-t being only about less than a centimetre in thickness and costing only about a 

, 

Other Potential Applications of Ferrocement 

I \ 
Other areas where ferrocement is being tried to a limited scale in India are: 

a) Qrge span roofs (including shells and folded plates) 

b) Cattle feeders,.water troughs and vats for fish ensilage 

c) /$rain and copra driers 

d); Pipes a.nd irrigation conduits 

e)/ Wall panelling 

. . 

f] Timber treatment enclosures - 

;g) Architectural panels and finishes - 

h) Components of furniture 



‘9 Exploratory and Intensive Research and Development 

The investigations descr.ibed -above are essentially exploratory in nature. Some of the 
applications require intensive laboratory analysis; some testing gnd demonstrations and pilot, a 
trials on both the properties of the materials and the structure. Ferrocement should thus be - . 
subjected to a wide rangi’ng programme of R&D with a view to exploring and harnessing all 
its potential strong’points and weaknesses and hence its appropriate applications. 

Most of the investigations carried out in India are essentially on basic stru’ctural 
elements such as flexural, tensile and compresive member and on the materials that go into -- -~- 
ferrb&ment. When th-in ferrocement elements are used rn full s~alestructures such as shells, 
folded plates and hanging roofs, probl<ms such as buckling and rigidity are encountered. 
Also s’ince these structures are subjected‘Ito a complex system of stresses, information based 
merely on the tests on tQe basic elements is not adequate for the design of such structures. 
This calls for tests on models of prototype structures to study their behaviour in a realistic .’ - 
manner. This is an area where there is considerable scope for ex,perim6?tal research specia?ly 
nondestructive testing techniques. 

Training Facilities in Ferrdcement Technology /\. 

Special &alnirig -schools should be added to existing technical ‘institutions or separate 
establishments set Up w’ith a view to training personnel to establish inland and marine 
constr,uction facilities and to supervise ferrocemerit construction projects. 

-Dissemination of. Informatibn in Ferrocement Technology -. 

A strong information centre within one of the existing technical institutions (already 
possessing ‘competence and ongoing program’mes on ferrocement technology) should be 
organized-with a view to inaintaining an industrial information bank and rendering enquiry 
referred service on ferrocement. This centre will disseminate all information on R&D 
efforts,, current developm6nts and advances in ferrocement.technology and experiences iv 
applying this technology. 

- 
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FERROCEIMENT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

A-r UNIVERSITY (?F SINGAPORE.,! P 

, P. Paramasivam, G.K. Nathan and S.L. Lee , 

introduction . _ 
, I 

The mechanical properties of ferrocement and fibre reinforced. materials have been 
investigated by conducting tensile, flexural and impact tests at the University of Singapore 
in the last three years (1, 2, 3, 4). In the experimental study conducted, the effect of para- 
meters such as percentage.volume of reinforcement on mechanical properties of ferrocement 
were considered.,, Using an analytical model based on composite material approach, expres- 
sions were derived to predict the tensile stress at first crack, Young’s modulus and ultimate 
tensile strength of ferrocement and verified%y experimental results (2). A study on fibre’ 
reinforced concrete, composed of plain mortar with one. layer- of wire mesh and randomly 

_ distribu-ted fibrgs, was also cariisd out. Analytical expressions were proposed to-predict the 
D ultimate tensile strength and Young’s modulus in the untracked region (3)eof this composite 

material, 
As practical applications of ferrocement, the feasibility of constructing a 23-f-t length 

ferrocement boat, a 8-ft diameter water tank and l-in thick secondary roofing slabs for use 
in high rise buildings were successfully carried out. The analysis and construction of these 
ferrocemen structures are discussed briefly in the following. 

4 

r Construction of Ferrocement Boat 

To date ferrocement has been used mainly as a construction material for boats longer 
than 30-ft length becatise the minimum thickness which could be achieved when skeletal 
steel is used as a reinforcement is about %-ih. When ferrocement of %-in thickness is used, 
for boats of smaller length, it results, in very much heavier boat than when using any other 
construction materials. 

The problem was resolved by using a ferrocement material which has only wire mesh as 

c reinforcement, without skeletal steel, but having the required strength. Lloyds 100AI speci- 
fication in its provisional requirement for ferrocement boats specified that the stress at first 
crack should be at least 1300 psi, with-a minimum ultimate strength of 1690 psi. This was 
possible with this type of ferrocement constructed with a thickness of ‘/z in, which led to the 
design of a 23-ft boat comparable in weight when const&ted with timber. 

The ferrocement used in this construction is reinforced by 0.33 in x 0.33 in woven 
wire mesh of 0.034 in diameter. The cement, sand and water ratio is 1: 1.5:0.45. An earlier 
study has shown that sand used in’fer’rocement should pass through sieve B.S. No. 14 and 
greater than No. 100 and this type of aggregate was used. The cement used ‘was Type I nor- 
mal portland cement. 

In the construction of the hull, a rigid framework is required to support the weight of 
the wire mesh and wet mortar, at the same time giving the hull its all important sh%pe. 

4 
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, Fiamework made up of hollow mild steel pipe?of % in diameter and 3/16 in thickness was 
used, Lofting and fairing of the line diagram was done on the floor and the pipes were bent 
to the inside curves of this diagr’am. Bent pipes, for each station point, were pre-assembled 
into a frame by tying wi;h.wires. The keel pipe and the station frames were then set-up, 
using a scaffolding to keep it in position at the construction site. After the framework was 
s,atisfactoFily faired and welded together, the layers of wire mesh, t&o inside and three out- 
side the framework, were laid and tied at regular interval. 

Plastering of the hull was carried out in a single day starting from the keel and a port- 
able vibrator was used to consolidate the mortar in the keel block. Finally, completed fer- 
rocement hull was cured and-finished with a special filler to obtain waterproofing and to 

a smooth surface ‘on the outside. Figures N 1 to N3 illustrate different stages of con- 

‘L -,,( 

nstruction of Ferrocement Water Tank 

The analysis of the cylindrical ferrocement water tank was carried out in’two parts by 
inear elastic theory. The first part dealt with the cylindrical shell wall nd the second part 

with the base plate. The total solution for the entire tank was obtained 

Several important factors were considered before a decision was m 1 

y imposing appro- 
priate boundary conditions at the junction of the base plate and the wall. 

eon the dimensions 
f and amount of reinforcement required for a prototype water tank. In view of the roof plan 

of the highrise building on which the tank will be installed, a tank 8-ft in diameter and 8.5 ft 
in height was selected. The wall and base thicknesses adopted were 1.25 in and 2.25 in 
respectively. From the analysis, it was found that the maximum hoop stress governs the 
design ‘of the cylinder which was proportio$ed with a safety factor against the development 
of cracks. fn this design, the estimated cr)acking stress’and the maximum hoop stress are 
335 psi and 126 psi respectively. 

The cement, sand and water ratio of 1 .O: 1.5:0.4 was used for the mortar. The admix- 
ture of rapidard was added to increase the workability in the proportion oL2273 cc per bag 
of cement of 112 lb. The fine aggregate and the wire mesh are similar to that used in the * 
construction of the ferrocement boat discussed previously. For the skeletal steel, 6 in x 6 in 
BRC weld mesh of 0.2 in diameter was !used to form the shape of the cylinder and base 

/ plate, rigid enough to carry the weight of the reinforcement and wet mortar. Three layers 
of wire mesh, two layers of BRC weld mesh and 3/8-inch diameter mild steel bar were used. 
for the base plate and, for the cylindrical walls, three layers of wire mesh and two layers of 
BRC weld mesh were used. Particular care was taken at the junction between the cylindrical 
wall and the base plate by weaving the vertical wire mesh through the reinforcement of the 
base for continuity. Figure N4 to N6 show the construction and plastering of the tank at 
different stages. 

The tank was filled with water and observed for more than 3 months and there was no 
leakage even without any water proofing coating. Cost comparison was made and it was 
found that ferrocement water tank is cheaper by about 30 percent in comparison with steel 
tank of the same capacity based on local cost. 

Ferrocement Secondary Roofing Slab 

In many highrise buildings in Singapore, a seocndary roof is provided for thermal insu- 
lation of flats in the top floor. This normally consists of 2 ft x 5 ft rectangular slabs sup- 
ported on the mrners by g-in high concrete blocks placed on the structural roof to provide 

P 
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an air pocket. These rectangular slabs are made of ligh; weight 2-in thick concrete with one 
layer of BRC weld mesh, Cracks often appear after a short term of service. Therefore, the * 
use of ferrocement slabs is investigated as a substitute. 

The slab is 3 ft square and l-in thick, selected in consideratign of the weight in regard 
of handling problem and the economical use-of the wire mesh. A cement, sand and wafer 
ratio of 1.6: l-5:5:0.4 was used. Different types and lay out of wire me.& were tried. The 
final design consists of two layers of 0.5 in x 0.5 in wire mesh with 0.0639-in diameter and 
one layer of 6 in x 6‘in BRC weld mesh with 0.125-in’diameter. The construction and test- 
ing of the slabs were shown in Figures N7 and N8. Preliminary observations show. that the 
ferrocement slab is satisfactory in terms of crack resistance and economy. The strength is 
much more than required. 

Conclusion / 
\ 

At present, research program on mechanical- properties of ferrocement and fibre rein- 
forced materials and theirOapplications to floating pontoons, water tanks and shell structures 
are in progress. 
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Figure Nl: Assembled Framework 

Figure N2: Hull after Laying of Wire Mesh Prior to Plastering 
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Figure N3: Finished Ferrocement Hull 

Figure N4: Reinforcement Details of Water Tank 
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Figure N5: Plastering of Tank Wall 

Figure N6: Finished Water Tank 
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Figure N7: Reinforcement Details of Secondary Roof Slab 


